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Abstract

The complexity of intermodal freight terminals poses a challenge for logistics planning. This

also applies to the Next Generation Train CARGO (NGT CARGO) logistics terminal, which

is embedded as a future intermodal transshipment hub in a high-speed freight train concept

developed by the German Aerospace Center (DLR). Previous studies revealed that the

existing terminal concept is only partially capable of facilitating the required intralogistics

processes.

This thesis investigates the successful application of Model-based Systems Engineering

(MBSE) as guiding approach to a detailed system architecture of the NGT CARGO logis-

tics terminal. Focus is laid on intralogistics freight handling. A tailored MBSE approach is

derived and applied within a comprehensive architecture modeling process. As key out-

come of the specification process, a product architecture variant is specifically designed

for selected types of goods. The resulting variant is verified and validated from a logistics

perspective. The underlying system model enables the creation of further NGT CARGO

logistics terminal variants.

The results of this work demonstrate that MBSE is capable of successfully guiding the

architecture development of complex logistics facilities. Experienced advantages and dis-

advantages of the application of MBSE are discussed. Integration of the promising MBSE

approach into current and future logistics planning is proposed.
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1 Introduction

In the first chapter, an overview of the initial motivation for this thesis and the following

research approach is given. Section 1.1 starts with a brief description of the initial situation

and explains, why intermodal terminals play a major role in future freight transportation.

Since the thesis bases on the Next Generation Train CARGO (NGT CARGO) project carried

out by the German Aerospace Center (DLR), Section 1.2 introduces the NGT CARGO

project and states the problem addressed by this thesis. The resulting research question

and the defined research objectives are presented in Section 1.3, before the chapter is

concluded by Section 1.4 describing the research approach and the structural framework

of the thesis.

1.1 Initial Situation

Currently, the world is facing the COVID-19 pandemic crisis caused by a coronavirus [Wor-

2020]. In regard of logistics transportation networks, the ongoing crisis revealed that the rail

freight transportation is a crucial part of a reliable good supply. However, this conclusion is

not as obvious as it seems to be, since rail freight transportation used to play a minor role

compared to the road freight mode [Sch-2020].

Regarding the national freight transportation market in Germany, around 130 billion ton

kilometers transported (TKT) were delivered by rail in 2019. This represents a total trans-

portation market share of 19% [Wei-2020a]. Although a growth in total rail transportation

performance is about to come, its market share is even expected to lower down to 18%

(154 billion TKT) by 2030 [Bun-2016, p. 55]. Meanwhile, road freight traffic is estimated

to cover around 73% (607 billion TKT) of all transportation service in 2030, as shown by

Figure 1-1.

A core issue concerning these numbers is that the transportation sector is in charge of

roughly 25% of the greenhouse gases emitted in the European Union [Eur-2020]. In 2019,

the European Commission announced an action plan to become the first climate-neutral

continent - the ’New Green Deal’ [Eur-2019b]. In order to achieve the environmental goals

1
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Figure 1-1: Forecast for development of transport performance in Germany with initial base year 2010; values
in billion TKT; share of rail is highlighted [Bun-2016, p. 55]

for 2050 set by the European Commission within the New Green Deal, it is necessary

to reduce emissions in the transportation sector significantly. As rail traffic produces only

0.5% of transportation-related greenhouse gas emissions, it is the most sustainable mode

of transportation. Therefore, it plays a key role for the reduction of the CO2 emissions

in the transportation sector. An increase in the modal split of rail freight is stated as a

major step on the way to reach the European Union’s climate goals. To address this issue,

the European Commission declared the year 2021 to be the ’European Year of Rail’ and

launched a fourth railway package to revive the rail transportation system [Eur-2020; Fel-

2021].

However, the recognition that a modal shift is necessary to facilitate a sustainable trans-

portation system is not new. Already in 2011, the European Commission published a white

paper, postulating among others the objective to achieve a 50% modal shift for distances

over 300 km from road to other modes of transport, mainly rail, by 2050 [Eur-2011]. Con-

cerning Germany, the master plan rail freight published by the German Federal Ministry of

Transport and Digital Infrastructure in 2017 proposes several spheres of action and corre-

sponding measures to support the change towards an efficient and sustainable freight rail

transportation system [Bun-2017]. However, the latest numbers do not show any significant

improvements in modal share [Wei-2020a].

To understand the issues rail transportation is facing a deeper dive is necessary. The main

2



1.1 Initial Situation

difficulties of the rail transportation network are inherent to the system of rail. Construction

and maintenance of a broad rail network including transshipment terminals is very costly.

Once built, tracks are fixed and limit the rail vehicles in route variability. Overtaking pro-

cedures are only possible if partial side tracks exist. National differences in track gauge,

electrical system, or train control system complicate cross-border rail transportation1. Fur-

thermore, the capacity of tracks is determined by physical, legal, or organizational factors,

such as minimum train distance. Based in historical reasons, freight and passenger rail

traffic largely shares a common track system within Europe. Since faster passenger trains

often operate in a prioritized state, freight trains have to give way and use side tracks.

Apart from a reduced average transportation speed, this procedure leads to a limit in the

maximum train length of 740 m for freight trains [Mei-2013].

Due to these structural difficulties, rail transportation used to focus on the market of goods

with high volume or weight such as mineral oil, automotive or bulk goods like coal. When

transporting these goods, the possibility of efficient block train services from source to sink

enabled the rail transportation to gain a major competitive advantage [Wei-2020a]. How-

ever, in times of a ’New Green Deal’ and rising environmental issues, the demand for these

goods is not about to grow. Instead, the future freight markets in Europe will be driven

by so-called low density high value (LDHV) goods [Jac-2014]. These types of goods are

characterized by being rather small, volatile in volume and they postulate top requirements

like reliability, price, and time. Today, these requirements are met best by road transport,

providing a highly flexible, cost effective and - regarding short distances - rapid transporta-

tion network [Isl-2018]. Examples for LDHV goods are parcels, foods and other perishable

goods, or pharmaceuticals [Ehr-2020].

Due to the previously stated properties of rail track network and missing railway sidings,

serving this market independently is difficult for rail transportation. Thus, an intermodal

transportation system with train service on long haul and road vehicles as first and last

mile service seems to be promising for realizing the modal shift towards rail especially for

LDHV goods [Bun-2017, p. 27; Wei-2020a]. Intermodal terminals are identified as one of

the critical elements of the transport chain to a successful implementation of intermodal

freight transport for LDHV goods [Kil-2008; Isl-2018].

1 Among others, this issue is addressed by the European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS) initiative
[Eur-2012].
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1.2 NGT CARGO Project and Resulting Problem

To address the EU´s vision to shift freight transport from road to rail, the DLR develops a

comprehensive intermodal vehicle and logistics concept, the NGT CARGO. Its main goal is

to support the modal shift of freight transport on the main run from road to rail by offering

the possibility to transport LDHV goods on the rail network. The core of the project is a

future highly automated high-speed freight train (Figure 1-2).

Figure 1-2: Digital rendering of the NGT CARGO train (DLR)

It consists of two automated train power units and ten rail cars in standard configuration.

Due to its high-powered locomotives and aerodynamic design, the train is able to travel at

an operational speed of 400 km/h. Being capable of direct train to train communication, the

NGT CARGO can be virtually coupled with other high-speed trains (e.g. passenger variants

from the NGT project). Applying this procedure, the limited rail track network can be used

more efficiently and the operational flexibility of the NGT CARGO is increased [Win-2017a].

Regarding the operation concept itself, the NGT CARGO logistics project contains work

on an operational scenario using a reference route from Madrid to Bucharest [Win-2017b;

Mön-2020].

Figure 1-3: Digital rendering of an NGT CARGO railcar
(DLR)

Figure 1-3 illustrates a single NGT CARGO

railcar. The NGT CARGO railcars provide

a double deck load room. It is accessible

from both sides each through two doors on

the upper level and one central door on the

lower level. The railcar is designed to hold

Unit Load Devices (lower deck only) or stan-

dard European pool pallets. Loading, un-
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1.2 NGT CARGO Project and Resulting Problem

loading, and the movement of the transportation units within the rail cars is realized by roller

floors with automated driven roller or chain system. To serve fine distribution towards logis-

tics sidings apart from the head powered long haul route, the battery-powered rail cars are

designed to operate autonomously and self-sufficiently on short distances [Böh-2019].

However, not every stakeholder in the LDHV market can rely on a logistics siding, which

could be served by the NGT CARGO rail cars. Therefore, the NGT CARGO train is de-

signed to operate in an intermodal transportation network. Thus, a logistics terminal is

needed, where load is transshipped from the NGT CARGO to other means of transport and

vice versa. Being the intermodal interface facilitating this transshipment, the logistics ter-

minal is an essential part of the concept. Due to the high requirements regarding transport

times, reliability, and costs linked to LDHV goods, an effective transshipment between the

NGT CARGO vehicles and other means of transport is vital. In consequence, the logistics

terminal has to satisfy these requirements to support the competitive advantages of the

high-speed transportation concept [Böh-2019].

Based on previous work at the DLR, Figure 1-4 shows a futuristic, conceptual design study

how the logistics terminal could look like. However, a system analysis of the logistics ter-

minals investigating on system context, stakeholders, requirements, and top-level system

Figure 1-4: Digital rendering of the NGT CARGO logistics terminal (DLR)
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processes has shown that the conceptual design is only partly matching with current logis-

tics processes dealing with the transshipment of the targeted goods. Furthermore the study

revealed, that system architecture is complex and strongly depends on the type of goods.

Therefore, a more detailed and realistic system architecture of the terminal is necessary to

address the various requirements of logistics stakeholders. This includes the specification

of the intralogistics processes.

How should a system architecture for such a terminal designated for the transshipment of

LDHV goods transported by a highly automated high-speed train be developed?

Various literature exists for planning and design of conventional intermodal terminals [Mül-

1997; Bon-2000; Car-2008], or refer to specific conventional intermodal transshipment ter-

minals [Wid-2017]. Conventional in this context means the transshipment of containers,

swap bodies or semi-trailers and refers to low-speed freight rail service. According to Ehret

et al. few concepts for transshipment terminals in context of high-speed freight transport ex-

ist. Yet, these concepts do not focus on intermodal transshipment of unit loads like pallets or

ULD [Ehr-2020]. In his dissertation Woxenius proposes the usage of a systems approach

when developing a small-scale intermodal terminal. This systems approach strongly relates

to the basic principles of systems engineering (SE) with focus on actors, requirements and

iterative system development cycles [Wox-1998].

According to Friedenthal et al., SE is ’a multidisciplinary and holistic approach to develop

solutions for complex engineering problems’ [Fri-2014, p. 16]. The emergence of powerful

computer software and models supporting SE activities led to an evolution towards model-

based systems engineering (MBSE). Becoming more and more prevalent, MBSE shows a

lot of potential, such as improvements in communications among stakeholders, in capturing

project knowledge or in the ability to manage system complexity. As a result, the MBSE

approach delivers an unambiguous model of the system. This model is a central and unique

artifact of the system development process [INC-2015, p. 189; Fri-2014, p. 20].

With increasing application of MBSE in product development, the need for an integration of

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) functions in the digital system model appears and is

discussed in literature [Kir-2017]. Further approaches to close the gap between the model

6
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as result of a function-oriented systems thinking approach and conventional product devel-

opment tools for design and simulation exist [Moe-2015]. The relevance of this aspect for

terminal planning is shown by Lange and Kastner, who criticize the lack of dynamic pro-

cess simulation possibilities during the static layout planning phase of intermodal terminals

[Lan-2019].

In a nutshell, the problem addressed by this thesis is that a plausible and realistic archi-

tecture for the NGT CARGO logistics terminal has to be developed. As stated previously,

the need for the integration of digital models in development processes exists and solutions

to establish ties with conventional software emerge. An application of the MBSE approach

towards such a logistics facility was not found in literature.

1.3 Research Question and Objectives

It is obvious that a development of an intermodal logistics terminal is a complex engineering

problem. MBSE addresses such problems and thus, is an interesting approach to support

and to improve the system architecture development process of an intermodal logistics

terminal.

This thesis is embedded in the NGT CARGO logistics project conducted by DLR. For rea-

sons of scope, the targeted MBSE approach was intended to focus on the architecture

facilitating intralogistics freight handling within the NGT CARGO logistics terminal.

The research question addressed within this thesis is therefore formulated as:

How can MBSE successfully be applied to guide the system architecture development of

an intermodal freight terminal in context of the NGT CARGO logistics project?

To give an answer to the research question in regard to the selected scope, this thesis

directs at two research objectives as displayed in Figure 1-5.

The first research objective aims at the demonstration, how an architecture for the NGT

CARGO logistics terminal can look like supported by a guiding MBSE approach. It im-

plies an investigation on intralogistics transshipment processes and the development of an

7
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Research objectives

2. Evaluate the suitability of MBSE as a holistic approach
to support the planning of logistics systems

1. Develop an architecture of the NGT CARGO logistics
terminal with focus on intralogistics freight handling

Figure 1-5: Definition of research objectives

architecture capable of facilitating the required processes. The logistics terminal’s archi-

tecture shall be modeled focusing on its intralogistics core and following an appropriate

MBSE methodology. The outcome is a verified terminal system architecture demonstrating

a possible technical implementation of the NGT CARGO logistics terminal.

The second research objective aims at the demonstration, that the application of MBSE

was successful and how such an approach can contribute to future logistics plannings. It

is addressed by validating the outcome of the architecture specification process in regard

to its applicability from a logistics perspective. The suitability of the MBSE approach is to

be elaborated considering experienced benefits or difficulties. Further, a comparison of

the conventional standard approach for logistics terminal planning and the MBSE approach

under investigation shall be executed on a basic level. The outcome is a validated terminal

system architecture and a discussion of a potential integration of MBSE in the logistics

planning.

1.4 Research Approach and Thesis Outline

The guiding research methodology applied within this thesis is based on the Design Re-

search Methodology (DRM) which was firstly introduced by Blessing and Chakrabarti in

1992 [Ble-2009]. Due to its generic character the DRM is a research design guideline

which can be applied in various disciplines and covers various types of design research.

It aims to support the planning and designing of research by providing process steps and

thus, to facilitate more valid and useful results. It is important to state that the DRM is not

a sequential process model to follow stage by stage rather than an iterative framework of

research methods and guidelines [Ble-2009, pp. vii, 10–11].

As macro structure for research projects, the DRM proposes a framework with the four

8



1.4 Research Approach and Thesis Outline

stages research clarification (RC), descriptive study I (DS-I), prescriptive study (PS), and

descriptive study II (DS-II) [Ble-2009, p. 15]. The tailoring of the four stages and their basic

means and outcomes in context of the following work are illustrated in Figure 1-6.

Figure 1-6: Application of the DRM framework in context of this thesis (own illustration based on Blessing and
Chakrabarti [Ble-2009, p. 15])

The basic intention of the RC stage is to identify the overall research plan, containing among

others the research question, corresponding objectives, and the approach. The literature

is reviewed to indicate lack of research and to position the own research project [Ble-2009,

pp. 29–31].

The second stage of the DRM, namely the DS-I, targets a deeper understanding of the

existing situation. Familiarization with fundamental concepts and existing work related to

the research objectives is key and complement respectively update the deliverables from

RC. Implications of the literature review for the upcoming development of support in next

stage are gathered [Ble-2009, pp. 31–33].

The PS is the stage where a solution to the described problem is created. This refers to

the development of support for improving design. Focus is laid on coherent documentation.

Concluding the PS, a verification is carried out as first evaluation of correctness of the

support [Ble-2009, pp. 33–35].

The fourth stage of the DRM framework is the DS-II. It focuses on the evaluation of the

developed support as outcome of PS and its ability to realize the research goals stated in

9
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RC. It serves as recapitulation of the conducted research and aims at a lessons learned

conclusion of the project [Ble-2009, pp. 35–38].

For the application of the DRM on different research projects, Blessing and Chakrabarti

identify seven types of research designs [Ble-2009, p. 60]. According to this categorization

the following thesis equals a research design type 3 (development of support2 ). Specifi-

cally, the terminal system architecture model is regarded as the actual support which has

to be developed. In type 3 research designs, RC and DS-I are review-based and enable an

adequate understanding of the problem so that a comprehensive PS is facilitated. The sup-

port developed within the PS is subject to an initial evaluation in DS-II [Ble-2009, p. 61].

The structure of this thesis follows the stages of the DRM. Figure 1-7 gives an overview of

the involved chapters, their key contribution, and a classification to the DRM framework.

∑

                       
                     

Figure 1-7: Outline of the thesis, with basic classification of chapters to the stages of DRM (own illustration)

Chapter 1 covers the RC stage. In this thesis, the RC was driven by the familiarization with

the NGT CARGO project to clearly understand the basic environment and problem descrip-

tion of this thesis. Further, the initial phase was mainly based on research on intermodal

terminals and MBSE, to sharpen the research question and to derive the research goals.

The involved means were domain-related literature and project reports of the NGT CARGO

project. The first chapter is concluded by the research approach, guiding the structure of

this thesis.

The research question defined in th RC stage requires understanding of three fundamen-

tal topics: MBSE, intermodal terminals, and intralogistics freight handling. Facilitating this

2 The term ’support’ is used by Blessing and Chakrabarti as collective term for possible means or measures,
such as strategies, methodologies, procedures, techniques, or software tools [Ble-2009, p. 4].

10
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understanding, Chapter 2 addresses the key task of the subsequent DS-I and gives an

overview about fundamental concepts and reviewed literature. In addition, detailed intro-

duction to previous work on the logistics terminal by DLR in relation to the position of this

thesis is given, and the related state of the art in MBSE and logistics planning is elabo-

rated. The implications of literature guided the definition of modeling tasks and a tailored

modeling approach, which are described in Chapter 3. This chapter gathers the enhanced

understanding and directions from the literature research and delivers a plan to approach

the development of support.

As mentioned before, the actual support developed within the comprehensive PS stage

refers to the specification of the terminal system architecture. Based on the fundamental

theory, modeling data and the modeling approach from the DS-I stage, the development

of the architecture is presented by Chapter 4. Driven by the MBSE approach, the created

system model serves as coherent documentation providing views of the specified architec-

ture. Concluding the PS stage, the derived terminal system architecture and the model

itself are verified applying the means of an expert interview and SysML inherent verification

capabilities. This verification is described in Chapter 5.

As this thesis is classified as type 3 research design, an initial DS-II stage was realized.

Thus, the evaluation in Chapter 6 focuses on the indication of the applicability of the spec-

ified architecture. Therefore, the validation of the previously verified terminal architecture

was executed based on the model views and expert interviews. In the evaluation context,

the extent to which the research objectives set in the RC phase could be achieved with this

thesis is discussed. A subsequent evaluation of the research approach serves as lessons

learned conclusion from the conducted research. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the results

obtained. The thesis concludes with an outlook and suggestions for further work.

11
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2 Theoretical Baseline

Basic knowledge about the main areas of subject is required to understand the issues

addressed by this thesis. The following chapter’s intention is to introduce theory underlying

the concerned topics and to give an overview over related literature.

This thesis targets readers with various background knowledge. Thus, the first section

aims at establishing a common understanding of fundamental concepts regarding MBSE,

intermodal terminals, and intralogistics. Furthermore, the results of the previous work on

the NGT CARGO logistics terminal by DLR are regarded as fundamental (Section 2.1).

Based on this elementary baseline, Section 2.2 puts the spot on the applied core concepts

of MBSE and the state of the art of intralogistics planning processes. A short summary in

section 2.3 wraps up the theoretical guidance and draws conclusions from the state of the

art.

2.1 Related Fundamentals

Firstly, Subsection 2.1.1 focuses on MBSE and system models, while the following parts

elaborate on intermodal terminals (Subsection 2.1.2) respectively intralogistics freight han-

dling (Subsection 2.1.3). Concluding the section of related fundamentals, Subsection 2.1.4

briefly wraps up the results of the previous work on the NGT CARGO logistics terminal by

DLR.

2.1.1 Fundamentals of MBSE and System Models

To impart the meaning of MBSE works best by firstly talking about its origin in SE and the

evolution from a document-centered SE approach to a new, digital practice of engineering

based on system models.

The roots of SE trace back to the 1930s. It appeared firstly in the defense industry, and

later became an accepted practice in the aerospace industry as well. Engineers had to

develop solutions to technologically challenging and mission-critical problems while facing

a rapid increase in complexity. A successful way of cope with the challenges was found by

13



2 Theoretical Baseline

establishing the systems concept in engineering [Hug-1998; INC-2015, pp. 12–13]. More

recently, other industries started to recognize the value added by systems thinking and

the application of the holistic and interdisciplinary SE approach [INC-2014]. Today, the

SE practice is standardized [IEE-1220; ISO-15288] and broadly documented [SEB-2020],

ensuring a unified reference in terms of terminology, measures, and tools [Ram-2012].

The concept of SE bases on two ideas - system thinking and process models (Figure 2-1).

SE Concept

Systems Thinking Process Models

Figure 2-1: Decomposition of the SE concept in systems thinking and process models [Hab-2019]

Systems Thinking

In systems thinking context, a system is defined as a ’combination of interacting elements

organized to achieve one or more stated purpose’ [ISO-15288]. This definition refers to a

human-made, target orientated configuration of subordinated system elements being a kind

of hardware, software, data, human, process, or procedure. According to the International

Organization for Standardization, a system is further characterized by [ISO-15288]:

• a defined system boundary, marking out the system itself from its environment

• a defined hierarchical or other type of relationship among the system elements

• the possibility to regard an entity at any hierarchical level within the system as a system

by its own

Applying this systems concept on a specific engineering problem means that the subject

to engineer is regarded as one system with specified border, containing related elements

and an interacting with a surrounding environment. The system being under consideration

is called System-of-interest (SOI) [ISO-15288]. It is important to note that various SOI

may exist within one engineering project, depending on the individual role of stakeholders.

Thus, a SOI can be defined more generally as ’the system of interest to an observer’ [SEB-

2020; Ber-1968]. The entity of the SOI’s environment and the interacting relationships are

denoted as system context [SEB-2020; Flo-1993].

14



2.1 Related Fundamentals

If any element being part of a SOI is seen as a system by its own, rather than being treated

as a bottom-level blackbox element, this element becomes a subsystem of the SOI with

own elements, relations, and environment. In the other direction if systems are merged

within a top-level system the more comprehensive system is termed as suprasystem. The

multiple application of the concept of sub- and suprasystems leads to an ever-increasing

detail respectively abstraction level of the system, resulting in a system hierarchy [Hab-

2019, pp. 6–8].

The ability to consider an engineering problem in a holistic manner, defining boundaries

according to a specific SOI to which the systems concept is applied is the key idea of

systems thinking [SEB-2020]. Figure 2-2 visualize the systems concept principle.

SOI

Element
Element = Subsystem

Element

Element

Element

Element

Environmental 
Element

Environmental System

Element
Element

Element

Relations

System Context

Figure 2-2: Visualization of basic systems thinking terminology (own illustration based on Haberfellner et al.
and International Organization for Standardization [Hab-2019, pp. 5, 7; ISO-15288, p. 11])

SE Process Models

A variety of general process models, so called life cycle models, and their correspond-

ing activities are discussed in the literature, such as e.g. the Waterfall [Roy-1970], Vee

[For-1991] or SIMILAR [Bah-1998]. An overview over existing process models is given by

INCOSE or Haberfellner et al. [INC-2015, pp. 32–37; Hab-2019, pp. 56–78]. Usually, pro-
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cess models specifying engineering activities are kept abstract to decouple the process

itself from subject-specific issues . However, domain-specific process models exist, e.g. for

development of software, electric, electronic, or mechanical systems [Eig-2017].

In SE multidisciplinarity plays a major role for developing balanced system solutions. Thus,

a SE process model covers all technical aspects of system development as well as the

management aspects. It focuses on understanding the multi-domain stakeholder’s needs

and specifying the resulting requirements in an early stage of the system development

process. The motivation behind this is to detect and avoid errors or misunderstandings as

fast and reliable as possible [Fri-2014, p. 4].

Based on Hall and Daenzer, the SE process model ’Hall/BWI’ is described by Haberfellner

et al. exemplary for SE process models [Hal-1962; Dae-1977]. Compared to previously

stated, general process models, it seeks for a more comprehensive approach by being ca-

pable in creating new solution concepts as well as considering situation-dependent adop-

tion of existing good ideas. It consists out of the following four basic principles [Hab-2019,

pp. 27–55]:

• Top-down procedure: This principle strongly relates to the system hierarchy thinking and

implies that SE shall proceed step-by-step from a general level to more detailed levels.

• Creation of variants: SE seeks for the best system solution, which can be ensured by

thinking in alternatives instead of settling for the first available solution. If a top-down

procedure is followed, thinking in variants should not involve significant additional effort.

• Phased approach: The whole system development process is subdivided into time-

structured and staged phases. This procedure addresses especially the management

aspect of SE. The entity of phases serves as macro-logic providing structure and ensur-

ing on time joint decision making. General process models can serve as phase guidance

within the SE process model.

• Problem-solving cycle (PSC): The PSC designates a guiding procedure to cope prob-

lems regardless of type or phase as lowest level of iteration (micro cycle). In this context,

the term ’problem’ refers to a discrepancy in actual and desired state. To overcome this

discrepancy the PSC suggests three sequential stages, namely ’search for objectives’,

’search for solutions’ and ’decision’.
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These four components are regarded as being representative for SE process model princi-

ples. The application of SE is driven by the combination of these four components to create

a holistic systems approach. Although the SE process model ’Hall/BWI’ is regarded to

be a plan-driven method it supports the application of agile development to certain extend

[Hab-2019, pp. 79–82].

Limits of SE and Transition to MBSE

With rising size or scope of the initial problem to engineer, the application of SE concepts in-

duces several problems. As size increases, so does the amount of information to be consid-

ered. Growth in scope leads to a diversification of expertise needed. In a document-based

approach this information is spread across many documents e.g. spreadsheets, text or

drawings. Inconsistencies and lack of re-use of information are to be expected [SEB-2020].

Based on Holt and Perry, Moeser et al. identify rising complexity, lack of understanding and

communications as the greatest challenges of SE [Hol-2013; Moe-2015].

Another problem of document-based system development is more related to organizational

change in engineering problems. With rising functionality of products, the amount of do-

mains involved increases. Neither the quantity of information nor the variety of domain-

specific expertise of complex systems can be captured by single persons anymore, as it

was done by the chief-engineer in charge for a long time. High fluctuation of staff brings up

the challenge to transfer existing knowledge from the individual employee into a sustainable

and accessible form within the company [Mug-2021].

Documents

System Model

SE

MBSE

Figure 2-3: Evolution from SE to
MBSE (own illustration)

The evolution from the traditional, document-based SE to-

wards MBSE came along with increasing computer tech-

nology (Figure 2-3). The first models for mechanical en-

gineering e.g. for computer-aided design (CAD) emerged

in the 1980s. However, it took until the 1990s when it

was realized that the usage of consistent system models

was a great facilitator to cope the rising challenges in SE

business, too. MBSE as term was firstly documented by

Wymore in 1993, who published a purely mathematical for-

malism for a model-based approach towards systems [Fri-

2014, p. 16; Wym-1993]. More than 20 years later, the
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International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) defines MBSE as ’the formalized

application of modeling to support system requirements, design, analysis, verification, and

validation activities beginning in the conceptual design phase and continuing throughout

development and later life cycle phases’ [INC-2015, p. 189].

Even if MBSE is still in an early maturation stage, the recent INCOSE vision expects MBSE

to become a standard practice for successful SE activities by 2025 [INC-2014, p. 38].

System Models and MBSE

In his introduction to model theory, Stachowiak proposes that a model can be regarded

as an image of the original object, pragmatically reduced to the essential attributes in the

modeled context. When working with models, these three basic properties of models have

to be kept in mind [Sta-1973, pp. 131–133]:

• Property of imaging: A model always relates to an original entity, which is natural or

human-made in origin or even a model itself.

• Property of reduction: In general, a model exhibits only a part of the original entity’s

attributes. The certain extend of reduction is set by the model creator or user according

to his*her perception of relevance.

• Property of pragmatism: A model does not claim to be universally valid or applicable. It

always refers to a defined purpose (being reason) requested by a specified human or

artificial user for a certain frame of time.

These basic properties of modeling theory apply to system models in MBSE context. Thus,

a system model initially represents an abstract proxy of the real system and is the key

artifact of MBSE. The more the MBSE process moves ahead, the more concrete the system

model gets depending on purpose, stakeholders, and frame of time. The model can be

regarded as incrementally, but constantly evolving representation of the system throughout

the system’s life cycle [Mad-2018].

Apart from the general definition of models, a system model is further specified as an in-

terconnected set of the four core elements specification, design, analysis, and verification.

These core elements determine the system’s requirements, structure, behavior and para-

metrics [Fri-2014, p. 17]. A representative visualization of the system model’s core elements

and their cross-cutting relationships is given by Figure 2-4.
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Design Analysis

VerificationSpecification

Behavior
Allocation

Value Binding
Satisfys
Requirements

Verifies
Requirements

Figure 2-4: Visualization of a representative system model (own illustration based on Friedenthal et al. and
Steiner [Fri-2014, p. 17; Ste-2015])

The key paradigm of system models in MBSE context is the separation of data respectively

information and their visual representation. The information is unique and stored in the

model repository (single source of truth). The visual representation is realized by views. In

a view the information is displayed graphically in various ways. This allows the model user to

consider only the information of interest from an individually desired perspective. Especially

in multi-domain projects views are useful to reduce visual complexity and to facilitate clear

communication. As a background baseline the model repository manages the information

and maintains consistency among the different views [Fri-2014, p. 17; Bra-2020, p. 34].

A significant added value to the engineering process by using system models is to enable

the design of a system which is kept consistent in satisfying its requirements and meet-

ing its overall objectives. Furthermore, working with a holistic and coherent system model

induces improvements in transparency and traceability of system design, in addressing var-

ious stakeholders by creating discipline-specific views and in keeping in line with cost and

time-to-market goals [Fri-2014, pp. 17–20; Mad-2018, p. 186]. Once the model is defined

and reached the desired level of detail, dynamic system simulations can be executed based

on the provided system model [Par-2010].
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Developing System Models

Although there are many ways leading to the goal of a comprehensive but manageable

system model, they all share a common core concept. Based on Friedenthal et al., Dickopf

et al. state that creating a system model in MBSE context basically requires three com-

ponents: a modeling methodology, a modeling language, and a modeling tool [Dic-2017;

Fri-2014]. This trinity concept is known as the three pillars of MBSE. As visualized in

Figure 2-5 MBSE needs every pillar for a successful system model development. The mod-

eling tool is used to perform a set of tasks expressed in the modeling language, while being

instructed by the modeling methodology [Del-2014, p. 4].

Figure 2-5: Three pillars of MBSE as key elements of system model development (own illustration)

A modeling language is a semiformal medium for communication in development pro-

cesses [Del-2014, p. 5]. A modeling language’s core is a specification containing basic

rules for its syntax and its semantics. The syntax defines the structure of the language’s

words or symbols as set of characters. It can be understood as rules how the language

is visualized based on textual or graphical elements. Contrary, the semantics defines the

meaning and interpretation of the symbols supplied by syntax. It is important to notice, that

in case of domain-specific languages semantics may differ according to system context

[INC-2015, p. 186; Bra-2020, pp. 23–24].

Modeling languages are used to describe systems in a textual or graphical way. Usually,
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they are standardized to provide an unambiguous definition of semantics and syntax. Since

graphical views of models are easier to comprehend than text-based code, most system

models today are based on graphical modeling languages [Alt-2012, p. 28].

As a holistic guidance a modeling methodology instructs how to use artifacts provided

by the modeling language. It represents a road map describing how to proceed in order

to obtain a purpose-oriented system model [Del-2014]. Triggered by different conceptions

of meaning, certain misunderstandings related to denotation of methodology occur. Partly

based on Estefan the following definitions are applied within this thesis [Est-2008]:

• A process is a logical arrangement of tasks (= WHAT) to fulfill a defined purpose or goal

without defining how the tasks are done.

• A method specifies HOW each task is done by providing suitable techniques.

• A methodology, as it is part of the three pillars of MBSE concept, is determined to be

the collection of related processes and methods applied to support the discipline of SE

in a model-based context.

The third pillar of MBSE is represented by the modeling tool which is used to create

and work on the model. The system model is expressed using a modeling language, but

the modeling tool visualizes the output. According to the type of supported modeling lan-

guage(s), the tool must be capable of generating code or graphical diagrams. By making

use of the modeling tool, the system model data is created and managed in the repository,

and views are generated. Thus, the tool can be regarded as the interface between the

systems engineers (creators of the model), stakeholders (the users of the model) and the

system model itself [Alt-2012, pp. 66–67].

However, modeling tools are much more than just diagramming tools for illustrating syntax.

In contrast to simple diagramming tools the consistency of views and data is ensured by

constantly checking the system model underlying the visualization. This helps the systems

engineer to create a well-formed system model which conforms to the modeling language’s

rules. In case of changes in elements within one diagram all views are updated with the new

information due to the commonly shared set of data [INC-2015, p. 188; Del-2014, p. 8].
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2.1.2 Fundamentals of Intermodal Freight Terminals

The NGT CARGO is an intermodal transportation concept including the NGT CARGO lo-

gistics terminal which this thesis is about. Before approaching the theoretical background

of intermodal terminal facilities, the term ’intermodality’ has to be clarified.

Intermodal Freight Transportation

Intermodality is a specialization of Multimodality. Multimodal freight transportation is

a form of transportation where two or more modes of transportation are involved in the

transportation chain of freight (Figure 2-6). The basic idea of combining different modes

of transportation within one shipping activity is to take advantage of the individual mode’s

beneficial properties. On long-haul transportation loads are consolidated efficiently by rail

or ship while the local pick-up and delivery operations are executed using flexible trucks.

Fast air transport gets involved especially in time-critical transportation processes on long

distances. As a result, the overall efficiency of the whole distribution process is improved

significantly [Bek-2007].

Figure 2-6: Example of a multimodal transportation chain (own illustration)

The efficiency of multimodal transportation can be further increased if the process of chang-

ing transportation modality is simplified. Firstly demonstrated by Malcom McLean in 1956,

transshipping containers instead of individual loads reduces the excessive handling effort

and thus, cuts the transshipment costs and time [Mon-2017b, p. 3].

This led to the development of intermodal freight transportation which is defined as ’(...)

movement of goods in one and the same loading unit or road vehicle, which uses succes-

sively two or more modes of transport without handling the goods themselves in changing

modes’ [Uni-2001].
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Typical load units used for intermodal transport are containers, swap bodies or semi-trailers

(Figure 2-7). A container is a box made out of steel and is standardized in terms of mea-

sures and fastening devices. Being similar to containers, swap bodies are metal super-

structures which are additionally equipped with folding support-legs. Containers and swap

bodies can be transported on most lorries or railway wagons with flatbed chassis as well as

on vessels. In contrast, semi-trailer denominates a wheel equipped trailer, which is to be

attached to a semi-trailer tractor. The elevated position of swap bodies and semi-trailers en-

ables trucks to detach and mount the load unit without external loading facility [Wox-1998,

p. 2].

Figure 2-7: Load units used in intermodal transportation [Wox-1998, p. 3]

Intermodal Transshipment

The place where the intermodal interchange of these load units takes place is the inter-

modal freight terminal. By definition, the primary function of intermodal terminals is to fa-

cilitate the process of interchanging the load units and to provide an interface for all modes

of transport involved. To transship load units different technology is used depending on the

mode of transport as well as on the type of load unit. Examples are reach-stackers, gantry

cranes, or roll-on/roll-off ramps [Lam-2006, pp. 22, 30].

Usually, intermodal terminals concentrate on this transshipping process rather than serving

an origin-/destination-based market. Although, a storage facility is not necessary in theory,

in practice a storage place or short-time buffer usually is maintained [Mon-2017a, p. 9].

Terminal operations may also contain sorting and consolidation of load units. In case of

international freight traffic some terminals involve customs and security services and thus,

load unit scanning facilities are provided [Bek-2007].

According to Lampe, intermodal terminals can be structured in four basic subsections. Fig-

ure 2-8 shows the layout of a generic intermodal terminal for transshipment from road to rail
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and vice versa [Lam-2006, p. 52].

= Rail Track = Road = Terminal Area

Rail Operations

Transshipment Area

Truck Dispatch

Service Sector

Figure 2-8: Basic layout and modules of an intermodal container terminal with rail/road transshipment (own
illustration based on Lampe [Lam-2006, p. 52])

Core of the facility is the area of transshipment. Within this module, the physical trans-

shipment process is executed and the rail vehicles are unloaded respectively loaded. In

case of direct transshipment, the load unit is immediately transshipped from rail wagons to

trucks (or vice versa). In case of indirect transshipment, short-time storage for load units is

provided.

In the service sector further short-time and long-term storage area is supplied. This is

especially used for swap bodies or semi-trailers, which can be directly and independently

picked up by trucks without unnecessarily blocking the transshipment area.

The rail operations module denotes the rail track network provided by the terminal for op-

erating, handling, shunting, or parking locomotives and rail wagons. Due to the system-

inherent complexity of train handling shunting yards occupy large areas. The rail operations

area represents the connection from the transshipment area to the rail track network and

contains the entry and exit gate for trains.

The fourth subsection is the truck dispatch. As its counterpart on the rail side, the truck

dispatch provides the area for handling and parking/buffering of trucks. The entry and exit

gate for trucks and thus, the connection to the road network is located in this section. Arriv-

ing and leaving vehicles are registered and the administration is done [Lam-2006, pp. 52–

53].
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Using MegaHub Lehrte as an example, Figure 2-9 illustrates a cross section of the core

transshipment area of a state-of-the-art rail/road terminal. MegaHub Lehrte was inaugu-

rated in 2020 by DB Netz AG. Its core elements are the crane system and the fully auto-

mated sorting system. The transshipment facility provides six train handling tracks, short-

time buffer areas, and driving respectively loading areas for road vehicles [Deu-2017].

Figure 2-9: Cross section of the MegaHub Lehrte as a state-of-the-art example of intermodal container termi-
nals [Deu-2017]

2.1.3 Fundamentals of Intralogistics Freight Handling1

There are four core operational functions in logistics: transportation, transshipment, storage

and picking of goods. These functions interact in logistics networks to ensure an efficient

supply of customers with the required quantities of goods needed at the right time in the

right place. Logistics nodes are major components of these logistics networks. Their main

purpose is to gather inbound procurement flows and to create outbound distribution flows.

In between, goods run through intralogistics processes [Gud-2010, pp. 3, 21].

Intralogistics Processes

According to Arnold, intralogistics in general can be described as a bundle of tasks deal-

ing with in-house material flows, information flows, and handling of goods. These tasks in-

clude management, controlling, implementation and optimization. Due to this rather generic

specification intralogistics refers to many logistics facilities with a huge variety of processes

[Arn-2006, p. 1]. In consequence of the thesis’ scope, in the following the focus is laid on

transshipment facilities rather than intralogistics in production systems.

1 Various literature about logistics was reviewed in German language. Since no standardized translation guide
was found, translations for logistics terms in this thesis were taken from Hompel and Heidenblut whenever
available [Hom-2011].
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From an intralogistics perspective a logistics node can be classified as distribution center

that basically receives, temporarily stores and forwards goods [Wis-2009, p. 1]. Alicke et al.

introduce the Distribution Center Reference Model (DCRM) in order to provide a benchmark

baseline for all types of distribution centers [Ali-2006]. A more detailed elaboration on the

DCRM is given by Wisser [Wis-2009].

On process level, the DCRM delivers a generic breakdown of the overall intralogistics pro-

cess. Six basic intralogistics processes of distribution centers are identified (Figure 2-10).

Added Value

Administrative Overhead

Receiving Storage & Picking
Consolidation & 

Packing
Shipping

Figure 2-10: Basic intralogistics processes in distribution centers (own illustration based on Alicke et al. and
Wisser [Ali-2006; Wis-2009, pp. 11–16])

Inbound goods firstly follow the receiving process. Incoming goods are unloaded from the

transportation vehicle, identified, and allocated to an inbound buffer area. As soon as the

following inbound control checks are completed and the receipt is approved, the freight is

cleared for further processing.

Subsequently, the goods are transported to the next section and enter the storage and pick-

ing process. Usually, this represents the key process of distribution centers. For storage,

goods are put into the storage location, stored, and retrieved when requested [Ali-2006;

Wis-2009, pp. 11–13]. Picking is strongly tied to storage activities and refers to the com-

position of specific quantities of articles from a provided total assortment based on orders

[VDI-3590]. The storage and picking process is terminated by providing the goods as re-

quired for further transshipment.

In a next step, the consolidation and packing process follows up. The merging of goods to

one unit with same target destination is done either on the way to the packing station or

within a specified sorting system. Subsequently, the goods are identified and prepared for

transportation. Depending on the goods, a multi-staged process execution is possible. As
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for the previous processes, the consolidation and packing process ends with the provision

of the goods for the next step.

The last sequential generic process in distribution centers is the shipping. It mainly aims at

the handover of goods to the mean of transportation. Before the intralogistics process ends

with the loading of goods, they arrive at the outbound buffer area, are identified, and sorted

according to the corresponding vehicle.

The added value process summarizes possible additional services provided by the distribu-

tion center. Examples for such services are price marking, labeling, or assembly services.

Due to the variety of additional services offered by logistics facilities, no generic sequence

allocation within the material flow activities is given. However, to integrate added value pro-

cesses in the generic material flow an interface to the area of add-value has to be provided

at the right place.

Apart from sequential material flow processes, a superior process appears in distribution

centers. The administrative overhead gathers activities which are not directly related to

the execution of the material flow, such as registration, supervising, directing, or steer-

ing processes. Example tasks are dispatch and allocation of transportation vehicles, staff

scheduling, or facility management [Ali-2006; Wis-2009, pp. 13–16].

This is a generic approach to processes in logistics nodes. Wisser emphasizes that not

every distribution center must exhibit all six processes. For example, in case of a cross-

docking procedure, the goods are transshipped within a logistics node without storage or

picking activities [Wis-2009, p. 12].

Load Units in Intralogistics

In contrast to conventional intermodal transportation where containers, swap bodies, and

semi-trailers are used as top-level load units (see Subsection 2.1.2), lower leveled load

units are of interest in intralogistics transshipment processes.

According to DIN 30781, a load unit consists out of the good itself (liquid, gas, bulk, or

piece goods) and a load carrier bundling the good into one piece. On a lowest level a load

unit in logistics is denoted as package and refers to any transportable packaging holding

the goods together [DIN-30781]. To increase handling performance several packages can
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be gathered and secured on other load carriers. Together, packages and the load carrier

are regarded as next leveled load unit. These Load units are usually named according to

the load carrier used [Mus-2013, pp. 127–128].

A huge variety of load carriers for intralogistics transshipment exists [Hom-2018, p. 13;

Gud-2010, p. 419]. Load carriers and especially their interface for intralogistics transporta-

tion systems are often standardized to enable a usage along the transportation chain. Fig-

ure 2-11 visualizes two exemplary common load carriers, namely the pallet and the box

pallet.

Figure 2-11: Intralogistics load carriers; Euro pallet (left side) and box pallet (right side) [Eur-2021]

One of the most important load carriers is the pallet (Figure 2-11, left). Different variations

of pallets exist, such as the European pool pallet (Euro pallet, 1200 mm x 800 mm) or

the UK-pallet (industry pallet, 1200 mm x 1000 mm). In Europe, a pallet pool exist which

enables an exchange of standardized pallets under consideration of certain criteria.

Another common type of load carrier in intralogistics is the box pallet (Figure 2-11, right).

Basically, the box pallet is a pallet with an attached top frame made out of lattice bars. The

frame contains an opening for withdrawal of the contained packages or goods [Mus-2013,

pp. 128–130].

Intralogistics Systems Components

To facilitate the transshipment of the load units within a logistics terminal, physical intral-

ogistics systems are required. Plenty of physical intralogistics components are described

in literature. In the following, basic characteristics of conveying systems, sorting systems,

storage systems, and order picking systems are briefly presented.
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Conveying Systems

In general, a system moving goods or people is denoted as transportation system. In case

of in-house or on-site processes, the movement is specified as conveying activity. Thus,

conveying systems in intralogistics are subsystems facilitating the physical material flow

within a logistics facility. They move goods or load units among the different functional sec-

tions from one or more sources to one or more sinks. Depending on the particular system

design, the movement is horizontal, vertical, or both. Apart from the conveying function

itself, conveying systems can also be used for distributing, sorting, buffering, or short-term

storing of load units. The logical combination of different conveying systems results in an in-

tralogistics material flow system [Hom-2018, p. 125]. A classification of conveying systems

is made based on their dynamic behavior. On top-level two conveying system categories

are differentiated, namely continuous2 and discontinuous conveyors [Aßm-2019, p. 2].

Continuous conveyors are fixed facilities, which are characterized by constantly convey-

ing goods in particular intervals without having the load handling attachment to return to

the starting point for the next item to transport [Hom-2011, p. 296]. Roller conveyors and

chain conveyors are two prevalent examples for continuous conveyors (Figure 2-12). Con-

a) b)

Figure 2-12: Continuous conveying systems; roller conveyor (a) and chain conveyor (b) [Hom-2018, pp. 136,
147]

tinuous conveyors are particularly beneficial in energy efficient and economical conveying

of relatively large quantities of goods in a short period of time. The simple structure and

predefined routes result in a deterministic material handling and thus, in advantages in op-

erational safety, operations, and suitability for automation. By design, continuous conveyors

2 Aßmann remarks that a constant conveying may refer to steady and quasi-steady material flow. However,
he defines that ’continuous conveyor’ denotes both, steady and quasi-steady conveyors [Aßm-2019, p. 2].
For the purpose of this thesis, this definition is adopted.
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offer certain buffer functionality due to topology-related long conveying paths or particular

accumulation segments (Figure 2-16, d). Problems to consider when using continuous con-

veyors are low flexibility in routing or pick-up interfaces, limited capacity expansion possibil-

ities or creation of obstruction for humans or other moving devices. Furthermore, in case

of connecting different sections of the logistics facility, continuous conveyors may cause

issues in fire protection or cool chain [Hom-2018, pp. 103, 133–134].

Discontinuous conveyors are movable devices, which are characterized by transporting

load units in discretely sequential respectively simultaneous motions (work cycles) using a

dedicated load handling attachment [Hom-2011, pp. 320–321]. Figure 2-13 shows different

a) b)

c) d)

Figure 2-13: Discontinuous conveying systems; forklift truck (a), automated guided vehicle (b), transfer car-
riage (c) and elevator (d) [Hom-2018, pp. 178, 207, 211; Aßm-2019, p. 23]

examples for discontinuous conveying systems, such as a forklift truck and an automated

guided vehicle (AGV) for multidirectional or loading activities, a transfer carriage for lat-

eral movement and elevators for vertical conveying. The main advantage of this type of

conveying system is its adaptability and flexibility. By choosing the right system and load

handling attachment nearly every conveying task is realizable. The overall performance of

the system is adjustable by increasing or decreasing the number of individual devices. Con-

sequently, capacity enhancements or creations of additional pick-up locations are possible

with rather low effort. In general, sources and sinks of the material flow are easily served
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without additional transshipment devices. However, increased effort in allocation and guid-

ing systems is required. Further problems are the hazard of collisions and high investment

costs [Hom-2018, pp. 161–163].

Sorting Systems

Whenever various load units with different sources respectively sinks are transshipped

within one intralogistics system, a sorting system is necessary. A sorting system denotes

several coupled or parallel conveying facilities technically realizing the distribution of the

goods according to the individual intralogistics destination. Complex sorting systems with

various multi-staged components exist for example in courier, express, and parcel indus-

try (CEP), production systems, or airport baggage handling. These complex, multi-staged

facilities mainly focus on packages or small goods. However, sorting of pallets as load

units can be realized by the use of distributing and consolidating interfaces among different

conveyor systems within a transshipment facility [VDI-3619; Beu-2019].

Free-floating discontinuous conveyors, such as forklift trucks or AGV (Figure 2-13 a,b) are

capable of sorting the particular load by simply heading to corresponding sources or sinks

[Hom-2018, p. 161]. Fixed systems such as roller or chain conveyors (Figure 2-12) need

additional elements for feeding and the transfer of load units. Depending on the type of

conveyor different interface elements exist [Hom-2018, pp. 261–266]. Three examples of

transfer interfaces used for roller conveyors are illustrated by Figure 2-14. The chain transfer

unit (a) or the turn table (b) are used for direction changes or transfer between continuous

conveyors, while the infeed/pick-up unit (c) is used for transfer between continuous and

discontinuous conveying systems.

a) b) c)

Figure 2-14: Transfer interfaces for continuous conveyors; chain transfer unit (a), turn table (b), and
infeed/pick-up unit (c) [Hom-2018, pp. 139, 147; ATS-2021]
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Storage Systems

The overall task of a warehouse is to hold goods until further processing is requested. The

related intralogistics processes are putting load units into storage, holding load units in

storage bins, and retrieve load units from the storage. Core of a warehouse is the storage

system. Unless it is not operated manually, a storage system is served by a storage and

retrieval device. The interface section between the warehouse itself and the intralogistics

transportation system is denoted as warehouse interface area [Hom-2018, pp. 51–56]. A

principle sketch of a warehouse is illustrated by Figure 2-15.

Storage System

Storage and Retrieval Device

Warehouse Interface Area

Figure 2-15: Warehouse with storage system, storage and retrieval device, and warehouse interface area
[Arn-2019a, p. 197]

Storage systems are classified based on various criteria. Basically, goods can be stored

on the ground, in static rack-based or dynamic rack-based systems, and on conveyors

[Hom-2018, p. 58]. Figure 2-16 shows a representative example for each category.

Ground storage (Figure 2-16, a) is the simplest type of storage system. The load units are

placed on the floor and stacked on each other. In the spatial arrangement, block storage

(without aisles) and line storage (with aisles) is differentiated. Advantages are high space

utilization, high flexibility towards local conditions, and low investment costs. Yet, not every

load unit suits storage without racks for static reasons and basically only last-in first-out

(LIFO) strategies are possible when using ground block storage [Hom-2018, pp. 60–64]
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 2-16: Storage systems; ground line storage (a), pallet rack (b), flow rack (c) and accumulation roller
conveyor (d) [Hom-2018, pp. 63, 93; Sch-2019b, pp. 80, 87]

The most common representative of static rack-based storage systems used for goods

on load carriers is the pallet rack (Figure 2-16, b). Dependent on the particular design,

single bay respectively multi bay and single-deep respectively double-deep systems are

differentiated. High-bay racks are pallet racks with a height greater than 12 m and can reach

up to 55 m in height. Pallet racks are easy to automate and support any storage strategy

since every load unit can be accessed (except for double deep storage). Disadvantages

exist in terms of fixed storage bin size, lower space utilization compared to ground block

storage, and higher investment costs [Hom-2018, pp. 66–68; Sch-2019b, p. 79].

In dynamic rack-based storage systems, either the load unit itself or the whole rack is

moving. The flow rack is an example of static racks with moving load unit (Figure 2-16, c).

The storage bins are designed as sloped or driven corridors, equipped with either roller or

chain conveyors. Load units are stored from one side and move to the other side while

storing keeps going on. The first load unit arriving on the other side is the one to retrieve

first. Thus, flow racks have to be operated in exclusively article-only lanes and enforce a

first-in first-out (FIFO) storage strategy. Despite this, they are easy to automate due to the

deterministic behavior and support high throughput rates [Sch-2019b, pp. 86–87].

The final category of storage system is the storage on conveyors. As already touched on
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in the conveyor section, this type of storage mainly refers to short-time storage and buffering

activities. In representation for various types of conveyors capable in buffering load units,

Figure 2-16 (d) shows an accumulation roller conveyor. Key aspect of accumulation roller

conveyors is that the short-term storage is seamlessly integrated into the conveying system

and thus, no additional storage and retrieval device is needed. Compared to sloped flow

racks, less dynamic pressure affects the load units [Hom-2018, pp. 93–94].

Strongly tied to storage systems are storage and retrieval systems. Basically, these

devices are conveyor systems as introduced before. Since not every storage system is

compatible to every storage and retrieval device, a complementary pair has to be taken into

account when designing storage systems. To give an idea of storage and retrieval systems,

Figure 2-17 illustrates three different technologies for this type of device.

a) b) c)

Figure 2-17: Storage and retrieval systems; stacker crane (a), tri-lateral high rack stacker (b) and satellite
shuttle (c) [Hom-2018, pp. 183, 198, 225; Aßm-2019, p. 26]

Picking Systems

Picking systems facilitate the order picking process which was introduced in the process

section before (Figure 2-10). These systems are tied to a warehouse or equipped with a

designated picking storage system. Due to the complexity of the process, picking activi-

ties are often executed manually. On top level, picking systems are differentiated by the

movement behavior within the process (Person-to-Goods/Goods-to-Person) [Arn-2019a,

pp. 229–232]. Although picking is claimed to be a key service of logistics centers, it is

out of modeling scope within this thesis and thus, not covered here in detail. Reference

to related literature for picking systems is given [Hom-2019; Arn-2019a, p. 239; Gud-2010,

pp. 659–759].
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2.1.4 Previous Work on the NGT CARGO Logistics Terminal

To give an overview about the project-related context of this thesis, Figure 2-18 illustrates

the position of previous work, contribution of this thesis and the following work within the

schematic Vee process model as part of the NGT CARGO logistics terminal project by DLR.

Level 1

Level 0

NGT CARGO Logistics Terminal

Intralogistics Core

Level 2

Validation

Derive Model

Previous Work

Following Work

Simulation

This Thesis

Intralogistics Sub-Systems

Figure 2-18: Project context of this thesis within the development of the NGT CARGO logistics terminal (own
illustration based on DLR)

For the development of the NGT CARGO logistics terminal an MBSE approach was fol-

lowed. A system model was initialized using the modeling language SysML and the model-

ing tool Cameo Systems Modeler. Within previous work by DLR, a system analysis of the

total logistics terminal was executed. Based on the results of the system analysis, the con-

tribution of this thesis is the design of the system architecture of its intralogistics core. For

subsequent validation of the developed terminal, a simulation of the model using Modelica

is planned within the following work.

The previous work on the MBSE approach towards the terminal’s system analysis was

published in detail by Ehret et al. and Malzacher et al. [Ehr-2020; Mal-2020]. In the following

the results of this system analysis are briefly presented based on these publications. The

systems analysis was split into four analysis processes: system context analysis, stake-

holder analysis, requirement analysis, and use case analysis.

Within the system context analysis, the initial top-level objective framework of the logistics

terminal was specified. The terminal was denoted as major part to be integrated into possi-
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ble logistics chains for LDHV goods. Due to high requirements in regard to transport times,

reliability and costs, the terminal was identified as bottleneck within the logistics chain.

As basic conclusion of the system context analysis it was found that the logistics terminal

mainly interacts with three different categories of external systems: logistics management

systems, railway operation systems, and several means of transport. Further, the need for

an internal management system to organize the internal workflows and the communication

with external systems was stated.

Subsequently, the stakeholder analysis revealed further insights about the stakeholders

interacting with the terminal. Main stakeholders are the users and operators, such as for-

warders, carriers (road, rail, others), logistics service providers, haulers, and terminal and

infrastructure operators (road, rail, energy, communication). Other persons or organizations

affected by the terminal were classified as public (customs, railway authorities) or develop-

ing (research and concept design, construction, subsystem developer). Figure 2-19 shows

the system context with identified stakeholders.

Figure 2-19: System context of the logistics terminal with stakeholders and affected systems [Ehr-2020]

The requirement analysis of the terminal was conducted using literature reviews and

stakeholder interviews. For the whole terminal 50 top-level requirements were defined and
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split into the categories functional, usability, reliability, performance, physical and business

requirements. A key outcome was that the requirements strongly relate to the type of good

which is transshipped in the terminal. Different groups of goods were defined, as illus-

trated by Figure 2-20. A more detailed specification of the groups of goods is given in

Appendix A. The goods were found to have a major impact on handling and intralogistics

processes, mainly driven by differences in regard to possible load carrier, standardization

potential, or required freight conditions. These differences resulted in the specification of

functional requirements regarding specifically the treatment of goods. A single terminal

facility to transship every good was denoted as hard to achieve.

Figure 2-20: Relevant LDHV groups of goods for the NGT CARGO logistics terminal (own illustration)

As a last step of the systems analysis, the use case analysis resulted in the definition and

partly specification of 23 use cases (UC). Based on the identified UC, a top-level system

process was developed (Figure 2-21). The system process specifies the general workflows

for the overall NGT CARGO logistics terminal operations. It shows various activities, which

can be clustered in road vehicle operations (left side), NGT CARGO operations (right side),

terminal management (top and center), and the terminal core operations (bottom center)

[Ehr-2020; Mal-2020]. This top-level process concludes the description of the previous work

as project-related baseline of this thesis.
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Figure 2-21: Top-level system process of the NGT CARGO logistics terminal [Ehr-2020]
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2.2 State of the Art

After fundamental theory was clarified in the previous section, the following part refers to

additional literature review in order to address the research objectives stated in Section 1.3.

To develop the architecture of the intralogistics core system using MBSE, a system model is

required. Therefore, Subsection 2.2.1 introduces state-of-the-art implementations of MBSE

core concepts for system model development. Subsection 2.2.2 elaborate the current plan-

ning process of intralogistics systems as subject of comparison to the MBSE approach.

2.2.1 Implementation of System Models and Selection Criteria

As described in Subsection 2.1.1, the system model is the primary artifact of MBSE relying

on three core concepts: modeling language, methodology and tool. To realize the system

model development, for each pillar a corresponding implementation had to be selected. In

the following, state-of-the-art implementations are briefly presented for each concept before

selection criteria are given.

Modeling Language

One of the first modeling languages to be standardized was the Integration Definition for

Functional Modeling (IDEF0) in 1993. Originally designated for software functional model-

ing, its main incentive was to provide a generic and precise modeling language which is

independent of computer-aided software engineering [Nat-1993]. Shortly it was followed

by the Object-Process Methodology (OPM) which is a conceptual approach to automation

systems providing a bimodal language (textual as Object-Process Language and graphical

as Object-Process Diagrams) as well as a methodology [ISO-19450]. In 1997, the Object

Management Group (OMG) adopted the Unified Modeling Language (UML) which is a lan-

guage concept driven by object-oriented programming. Over the years, the UML evolved

up to UML 2.5 and is a worldwide accepted standard for object-oriented software engineer-

ing [Obj-2017]. A few years later, in 2002 the UML was the starting point for the ’UML

for Systems Engineering’ initiative. This project was renamed and finally adopted by OMG

in 2007 as Systems Modeling Language (SysML) [Obj-2019; Mug-2020a]. Today, SysML

is a broadly accepted, general-purpose dialect (profile) of the UML, specifically developed

for (MB)SE application and standardized by International Organization for Standardization
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[ISO-19514]. Another recent development is the ARChitecture Analysis and Design Inte-

grated Approach (ARCADIA) which was originally developed by Thales. It is a modeling

methodology bringing up its own same named language concept and focusing on design

of system architectures. ARCADIA is a domain-specific modeling language and is mainly

based on UML/SysML. Its intention is to facilitate acceptance of MBSE by stakeholders who

are not familiar with generic modeling languages [Roq-2016; Voi-2018].

This list is not conclusive. Other modeling languages exist, offering alternatives for efficient

approaches in specific context. However, SysML is establishing as the generic-purpose

standard modeling language for MBSE [Ram-2012; Wei-2016a; Del-2014, p. 10].

Modeling Methodology

A variety of different modeling methodologies exists. In a survey-based benchmark, Estefan

gives an overview about existing modeling methodologies applied in an MBSE context [Est-

2008]. In a more recent benchmark from 2016, Weilkiens et al. lists further methodologies

[Wei-2016a]. Exemplary, identified modeling methodologies are:

• ARCADIA (see modeling languages) [Voi-2018]

• IBM Telelogic Harmony-SE [Hof-2011]

• IBM Rational Unified Process (RUP) for SE [Mur-2001]

• Object-Oriented Systems Engineering Method (OOSEM) [Fri-2014, p. 417; Lyk-2000]

• OPM (see modeling languages) [Dor-2002; ISO-19450]

• Requirements-Functional-Logical-Physical approach (RFLP) [Kle-2013]

• Systems Modeling Toolbox (SYSMOD) [Wei-2014; Wei-2016b]

Further, methodologies focusing on the development of functional architectures only ex-

ist, such as the Functions-Based SE method (FBSE) [INC-2015, p. 190] or the Functional

Architectures for Systems method (FAS) [Lam-2014; Wei-2016c].

However, these methodologies are not to be regarded as fixed, rigid procedures demanding

for comprehensive adherence. Ramos et al. denote the methodological principles as rather

informal, yet expect them to mature and to establish as norms or best practices in the

future [Ram-2012]. Additionally, it is important to note that these methodologies are generic

description of procedures and thus, not every step may be of interest to the system the

methodology is applied to. Some of them address specific modeling purposes (FAS, FBSE),
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while others deliver a full body (end-to-end) approach towards system models (OOSEM)

[INC-2015, p. 190]. Therefore, tailoring or combinations of methodologies can be taken

into account [Del-2014, p. 7]. This is confirmed by the results of a survey among MBSE

users performed by Cloutier and Bone in 2010, where 37% of the participants stated that

company-specific methodologies were applied [Clo-2010, p. 127].

Modeling Tool

Modeling tools are provided by both, commercial vendors and nonprofit organizations. They

differ in many factors, such as compatibility with modeling languages, costs, capability,

available add-ons, or adaptability [Del-2014, p. 8]. A survey conducted in 2010 by Cloutier

and Bone revealed that a variety of tools is used in industry (in this case especially tools for

SysML application). According to the results of this survey, the three most used tools were

Rhapsody by IBM Rational, NoMagic MagicDraw, and SparxSystems Enterprise Architect,

which are all vended modeling tools [Clo-2010, p. 117]. Further commercial tools are listed

by Delligatti such as the NoMagic Cameo Systems Modeler or Artisan Studio by Atego.

However, with growing community in MBSE, open-source modeling tools emerge. Using

an Eclipse application as workbench Modelio, Papyrus, and Capella are representatives of

free modeling tools [Del-2014, p. 8; Roq-2016]. Further open-source basic diagramming

tools and flowchart makers such as diagrams.net exist. Although they do not provide full

model support and thus, are not suitable for professional system models, they can be used

for fundamental MBSE visualizations and support familiarization with modeling languages

and methodologies [Bra-2020].

Again, this list is not conclusive and other products which were not named previously pro-

vide excellent solutions as well. A comprehensive and up-to-date record of existing tools is

given by Weilkiens [Wei-2020b].

Selection of Concepts

Few literature was found on guiding the choice of which modeling language to use. How-

ever, learning to apply the language in a confident way is key to successful modeling and

requires adequate literature support [Bra-2020]. Further, it must be assured that the model-

ing language is appropriate for the type and domain of system to design [Del-2014, p. 5].

For the initial selection of a tool, various approaches are described in literature [Jon-2011;
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Ros-2018]. Possible evaluation criteria are modeling language support, usability, simulation

capabilities, generation of documents, adaptability, expandability and licensing [Alt-2012,

pp. 68–70]. A huge variety of further criteria exist, mainly depending on the requirements

of application [Fri-2014, p. 539; Ros-2018]. A comprehensive comparison using a model-

ing example is recommended, but involves a lot of effort. Further, reviews and evaluation

benchmarks can be consulted [Jon-2011; Piv-2021].

Weilkiens et al. criticize that the focus in the selection process of MBSE pillars is laid on

tools rather than on methodologies. Due to an identified lack of existing selection sup-

port for methodologies, they introduce an evaluation framework for MBSE methodologies.

Weilkiens et al. state that a practical MBSE methodology has to be focused on product

development, provide a comprehensive documentation, and must have reached a certain

degree of maturation. A variety of further possible criteria is given by Weilkiens et al., struc-

tured according to support, usability, efficiency, practicality, and essentials. Concluding it is

said that selecting a methodology is subjective and one-to-one comparison is not always

useful due to differences in coverage of processes according to ISO 15288 [Wei-2016a;

ISO-15288].

Conclusive Remarks on Selecting MBSE Pillars

By design, tools are always related to one or more modeling languages. Yet, as already

touched on, further relations among the three pillars exist. In case of OPM, the modeling

methodology comes up with a corresponding modeling language [Dor-2002]. An even more

integrated MBSE approach is the explicitly associated trinity concept with a corresponding

language, methodology and tool provided by ARCADIA/Capella [Roq-2016]. On the other

hand, regarding methodologies, some modeling languages like UML/SysML are completely

agnostic to the chosen concept and can be combined with any methodology [Est-2008].

It is important to emphasize that particular implementations of the three concepts can do

both, complement each other or even lead to contradictions and thus, making a model-

ing impossible. Therefore, facilitating the comply of the system model’s purpose without

discrepancies among the pillars is key to successful modeling [Moe-2015]. The selection

of MBSE pillars always refers to the selection of a complementing set of implementations.

However, the selection of pillar components appropriate to the particular MBSE project is

difficult and requires a lot of expertise [Wei-2016a].
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2.2.2 Planning Processes for Logistics Facilities

This section is intended to give an overview about the state of the art in logistics planning

and corresponding potential for improvement. Before presenting state-of-the-art planning

approaches for logistics facilities, general aspects of current logistics facility planning are

briefly introduced.

Logistics Facility Planning

Planning in general denotes a systematic business process including the specification of

objectives and all necessary future activities and corresponding sequences to achieve the

desired results [Hom-2018, p. 339]. Companies usually provide a top-level strategic corpo-

rate planning, which is the long-term baseline for all planning activities [VDI-3637, p. 2].

Logistics facility planning is a major concept within this framework. It covers planning

activities for production (in case of producing facilities), material and information flow, build-

ing structure and energy supply, and communication and office systems [VDI-3637, p. 3].

These planning activities contain the selection, arrangement, and configuration of suitable

logistics systems from a wide range of options for each planning area, so that the speci-

fied performance requirements are met at optimum cost, taking into account all boundary

conditions [Gud-2010, p. 67].

Planning of logistics facilities is initiated for many reasons. Examples for planning objectives

are an enhancement in capacity, efficiency, or reliability, as well as cost reductions in terms

of staff or tied capital or simply entering new business markets [Hom-2018, pp. 339, 340].

Consequently, logistics facility planning projects are classified in four different categories

[VDI-5200, p. 4]:

• Development Planning: Also called ’greenfield site’ planning, where a brand-new logis-

tics facility is built with respect to terrain-specific restrictions rather than having existing

building structures to be considered.

• Replanning: Denotes an expansion or optimization project based on an existing logistics

facility with various boundary conditions, such as existing building structures or continu-

ous on-site operations.

• Clearance/Demolition: Refers to the closure of a logistics facility, which shall be disman-

tled to initialize a possible reuse of the site.
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• Revitalization: Also called ’greyfield site’ planning, where abandoned industrial facilities

or sites are considered to be prepared for re-utilization.

The content of logistics facility planning projects can be further distinguished based on

concerned planning domains and levels.

The fundamental planning scope is described by the targeted planning domain. Every

planning project starts with the domain objectives, where the corporate strategy is trans-

formed into logistics objectives, constraints, and assumptions. The three main planning

domains are the search and selection of a location, an integration into external logistics,

and the factory and production logistics in narrow sense, denoting the planning of the in-

tralogistics system itself and its interfaces to external infrastructure.

Furthermore, five planning levels are differentiated. The chosen planning level refers to

the hierarchy in the company’s logistics business. The level of planning content can be set

to various hierarchy layers of interest, such as a single work center or production segment,

up to a building, a logistics site or even a whole production network.

The selected planning domain and level are fundamental to the logistics planning approach,

as they determine the overall project scope. Different planning domains or levels require

a different focus or level of detail within the planning process [VDI-5200, p. 6; Dom-2018,

pp. 55–56].

Logistics Facility Planning Processes

To enable a time-efficient and solution-effective planning of logistics facilities a systematic

approach according to proven methods is key for the planning process. Thus, a plan-

ning process in general is organized in several phases containing particular working steps.

These phases and their working steps are passed through until the specified objectives

are achieved and all requirements are met [Gud-2010, p. 69]. The general consecutive

description of these phases must not be understood as straight waterfall process to fol-

low. Instead, they describe an iterative process. In case of new findings or changes in

the ongoing planning, a return to previous phases including rework loops may be required

[Hom-2018, p. 348].
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As a blueprint process framework, four general planning phases can be defined [Fot-

2020]. These general planning phases are fundamental to the state-of-the-art approaches

and are therefore shortly elaborated in the following. The logical sequence of the four

phases is illustrated by Figure 2-22.

Figure 2-22: Generic phases of planning processes for logistics facilities [Fot-2020]

The first stage of a logistics planning process is the initial investigation phase. Firstly,

a project plan, the planning tasks, and the overall objectives are defined. These deliver

the basic input for further planning project management and define a common baseline of

expectations against which the planning result is measured. Subsequently, an evaluation

of the current state is performed. This includes a procurement, preparation, and analysis of

data, such as actual quantities, processes, resources as well as layouts, buildings and real-

estate of interest [VDI-5200]. By evaluating the collected data, the feasibility of achieving

the previously defined objectives is examined, vulnerabilities are revealed, and a list of

necessary measures is generated. Based on the increased fundamental understanding of

the current situation, planning data is deduced in regard to strategically determined target

data [Fot-2020].

The subsequent concept planning phase is based on the actual and planning data. It

represents the most important and creative phase of the planning process. According to

Fottner, this rough planning phase is twofold. Firstly, a structural planning is executed,

before a system planning complements the phase3 [Fot-2020]. The structural planning

aims at the creation of several structure variants. To do so, the processes are specified in

corresponding charts respectively ideal patterns. Hompel et al. proposes the development

of process variants [Hom-2018, p. 362]. The structural planning determines the functional

and organizational units and their interrelations. Further, it delivers an ideal function scheme

and the facility’s communication concept. All business activities and sequences are defined

without having their spatial arrangement regarded. Within the following system planning,

3 As an alternative, a differentiation of this planning stage into rough, fine, and real planning is proposed in
other literature, yet the same planning content is covered [VDI-2489].
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the resources and material flow systems are selected and dimensioned. The selection of

appropriate material handling equipment for the facilitated logistics tasks includes a design

of required capacity and area. Based on the ideal function scheme, type and quantity of

operating and personnel resources are determined and feasible concepts for material and

information flow are developed [VDI-5200, pp. 12–14]. These concepts are understood

as system variants, which are reviewed and evaluated within this phase. Concluding the

concept planning phase, a rough layout of the selected concept is created [Fot-2020].

The third general planning phase is the detail planning phase [Fot-2020]. Within this

phase, the fine layout of the planning object is determined including building design, op-

erating resources and calculated costs. The goal is to specify the elements within the

aimed-at logistics facility in detail, so that documents required for approval and tender can

be prepared. Therefore, the material, information and communication flows are visualized

in detail and described as processes. This basically stipulates the allocation of products

and resources to the processes, the sequence of process steps, the organizational inte-

gration and the working aids used. The user requirement specifications are created4. The

previously developed rough layout is detailed based on these specifications and thus, trans-

formed into the fine layout. Based on this fine layout statutory approval applications as well

as specifications of services are prepared [VDI-5200, pp. 15–17]. Further steps are the con-

tacting of manufacturers and authorities and carrying out the tendering process [Hom-2018,

p. 370]. Therefore, various offers are procured and the bidders list is created. The detail

planning phase is concluded by an evaluation of the offers and the awarding of contracts to

suppliers [Fot-2020].

The core planning process of the logistics facility ends after the detailed planning phase

with the preparation of the realization and the approval of the final plans developed by the

suppliers [Fot-2020]. The following implementation phase is part of the project supervi-

sion and management process. The realization is coordinated, monitored, and final project

documentation is created. In particular, this refers to the documentation of services actu-

ally provided and their associated costs. Deviations from the planning are detected and

corrected if necessary. From a planning perspective, this phase is terminated with the pro-

vision of evidence that the logistics facility meets the specified performance level and the

4 Detailed information on user requirement specification is given in DIN 69901-5 or by VDI [VDI-3694].
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evaluation of the actual resulting facility [VDI-5200, pp. 18–22].

Current Logistics Facility Planning Processes

Numerous planning process approaches are described in literature, mainly referring to de-

velopment planning and replanning of logistics facilities. The approaches differ mainly in

number of phases and thus, in level of abstraction [Hom-2018, p. 348]. These approaches

are common sense process approaches and follow the basic planning principles, such as

rough to fine planning, or ideal to real planning [Fei-2020].

Figure 2-23 shows different state-of-the-art planning process approaches based on litera-

ture research. They all share the phase character and cover the process from initial defi-

nition of objectives through planning stages in different levels of detail up to the realization

and ramp-up of the logistics facility. For visualization purpose, the phases of the state-of-

the-art approaches were colored according to the general planning phases presented by

Figure 2-22. Some of them cover subsequent operation or decommission phases. These

are not part of core planning process phases and thus, no color was assigned.

Figure 2-23: State-of-the-art logistics planning processes; color clusters according to the general planning
phases, presented in Figure 2-22 [VDI-5200; Dom-2018; Gud-2010; Hom-2018; Mar-2016]
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Challenges in Current Logistics Planning

Each of the processes delivers a phase model for contemporary, methodically validated

logistics facility planning. However, current logistics planning exhibits certain weaknesses

on a process level as well as on an organizational level.

Large project teams, as they are required for complex logistics planning projects, imply

a high degree in division of labor. Thus, individual work packages may fail in forming a

coherent overall concept. Further, individual project participants may stick to an accus-

tomed divisional thinking instead of keeping the overall concept in mind. Current planning

approaches barely stimulate a cross-domain systems thinking mindset among the project

participants to cope these issues [Hom-2018, p. 343].

Putting the spot on key planning content, Durchholz criticizes a strong focus on technical

concepts and realization rather than on logistics processes. In regard to the examination of

different possible solutions, the approaches described in literature do only refer the creation

of variants to a layout level. Instead, a variant formation is postulated on process level,

as only a well-designed process leads to an optimal logistics system. In addition to that,

Durchholz observes that different ways of processes control, supply principles, or guiding

principles such as flow or pulling processes are disregarded to certain extend [Dur-2014,

pp. 19–21].

Being established for many years, the planning procedures are still rather document-

centered. This led to problems such as misunderstanding and disregarding of interrelations

or data [Jet-2007, p. 34]. To avoid such issues, computer support is applied nowadays. Yet,

latest digital modeling technologies, such as consistent modeling of digital twins, are barely

used in current logistics planning projects, or are only used in very late project phases [Fei-

2020]. Instead, networks of numerous individual, encapsulated digital systems are applied.

Dombrowski et al. state that these arose networks of digital models, methods, and tools still

lack in connectivity among the used computer support. Tools used are not linked with each

other and data exchange does not work or only works to a very limited extent. Although

software interfaces usually exist, an individual adaption for data exchange is often required

for each system [Dom-2018, p. 72]. Information systems which are not capable of provid-

ing the required data or data interface contribute to an inadequate planning [Hom-2018,

p. 343].
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From an application perspective, Durchholz finds fault in the connection between the the-

oretical planning process descriptions and the planning progress itself. The abstract and

static process approach schemes do not provide best practice guidance in relation to the

application of theory. They are claimed to not provide support for both, planning content

(what to do) and the corresponding application (how to do) [Dur-2014, p. 26].

In a nutshell, the presented process approaches are well-defined and confirmed by an ap-

plication in many projects over the last years. However, they are mainly driven by common

sense and empirical knowledge. Thus, several challenges exist in terms of managing ris-

ing complexity, integration of digital support or giving best practice advice for application of

logistics planning processes.

2.3 Summary and Conclusion from Literature Review

In this concluding section of the theoretical baseline, a short summary is given and subse-

quently the directions from literature review are presented.

Summary

MBSE is a holistic approach unifying the principles of SE, namely systems thinking and

best practice process models, together with digital system models. It mainly aims at an

increased efficiency in engineering throughout the whole life cycle and provides a state-of-

the-art support for multidisciplinary engineering activities. The core of MBSE is the system

model, which represents a pragmatically reduced, abstract image of the engineering object

of interest. The system model is developed based on three collaborating pillars: the mod-

eling language, tool, and methodology. For each pillar, several implementations exist, from

which a consistent set has to be selected at the beginning of an MBSE project.

Intermodality denotes the use of multiple modes of transport within one transportation

chain. Key concept of intermodality is the transshipment of load units among the concerned

means of transport without handling the goods themselves. Today, common load units are

containers, swap bodies, or semi-trailers. The change in mode of transport is facilitated by

intermodal terminals. Core part of an intermodal terminal is its transshipment area, where

the freight is handled and the means of transport exchange their load units.
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In contrast, smaller load units (e.g. pallets) are used in intralogistics freight handling.

Intralogistics basically refers to the in-house organization of material and information flows.

Important intralogistics processes are the receiving, storage and picking, consolidation and

packing, and shipping of load units. These processes are facilitated by the interaction of

different intralogistics system components, such as conveying, sorting, storage, and order

picking systems. Various process approaches to planning of intralogistics systems exist.

They share a common phase structure, covering the phases initial investigation, concept

planning, detail planning, and implementation. Logistics planning processes are in a mature

stage, although new challenges concerning among others rising complexity and digitization

support arise.

Previous work on the NGT CARGO logistics terminal covers the system analysis as part

of an initial MBSE approach. Within the previous work, the terminal’s system context, stake-

holders, requirements, and UC were defined. Final outcomes are a detailed specification

of groups of goods and the terminal’s top-level system process. As following project phase,

a simulation using Modelica is planned for validation purposes.

Conclusion from Literature Review

From a logistics point of view, the overall NGT CARGO logistics terminal planning project

refers to a greenfield planning of a total logistics site, including all corresponding planning

domains. In literature, planning domains and levels are described as useful to define the

project’s extent. Thus, the scope of the modeling activities within this thesis can be ad-

justed by selecting an appropriate planning domain respectively level. In addition, project

complexity depends on the object flows of interest, such as material flow, information flow,

energy flow, and communication flow.

Reference processes for logistics facility planning exist and were described as established

and matured. Yet, several weaknesses were revealed in literature research. State-of-the-

art logistics planning faces problems of divisional thinking and a premature focusing on

obvious technical variants. Great potential for improvement is seen in enhancing inter-

disciplinary communication and the use of digital models and tools. Yet, consistency and

interconnectivity was found as key issues in application of current tools.

Considering these challenges, MBSE seems to be promising. MBSE exhibits no domain-
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specific properties and facilitates multidisciplinary engineering. Focus is laid on top-down

creation of system respectively process variants, and comprehensive macro and micro de-

velopment cycles are provided. The system model enables enhanced stakeholder commu-

nication and captures project knowledge as consistent single source of truth. As described

in literature, MBSE is spreading out across various disciplines and is about to become a

standard approach for complex projects. Consequently, the application of MBSE to a lo-

gistics facility planning project stands to reason. It is expected to contribute to a more

consistent and comprehensive planning approach.
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This section introduces the applied modeling approach. Firstly, modeling tasks are defined

providing a macro structure (Section 3.1) and appropriate implementations of core concepts

for system model development are selected (Section 3.2). Based on this, Section 3.3 de-

scribes the selected modeling methodologies as well as the applied modeling approach.

3.1 Modeling Tasks

According to the research objectives defined in Section 1.3, the modeling targets the de-

velopment of an architecture for the NGT CARGO logistics terminal core. To provide a

modeling structure and to clarify the wordings, four modeling tasks were defined, delivering

terminology as it was applied within this thesis.

1. Determine a base architecture

A base architecture describes the system from a structural view at the project starting

point. It equals an initial framework as a basis for the development process and

considers preset decisions regarding technologies and requirements [Wei-2014,

p. 52]. In order to sketch the initial architecture frame of the NGT CARGO logistics

terminal, a base architecture has to be determined.

2. Develop a functional architecture

The entirety of a system’s functions is a technology-independent system description.

The second task aims to the exploration of a functional entirety defining the process

properties of the NGT CARGO logistics terminal core. In the thesis, functional

architecture is specified as ’[...] the set of functions and their sub-functions that

defines the transformation of input flows into output flows performed by the system to

achieve its mission’ [SEB-2020].

3. Derive a logical architecture

Architecture in general allocates functions to elements, which are arranged in a cer-

tain structure [Hab-2019, p. 157]. In case of the logical architecture, these elements
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and their relationships embody fundamental logical concepts or properties of the

system in its environment [ISO-42010]. In the terminology of this thesis, the logical

architecture is regarded as a generic and abstract description of the conceptual

structure, supporting the logical operations of intralogistics freight handling within the

NGT CARGO logistics terminal core.

4. Identify a product architecture

The product architecture is the most concrete description of the system. Finding a

possible product architecture means to identify an arrangement of real physical com-

ponents providing a specific design solution in order to satisfy the logical elements

and requirements [Wei-2016b, p. 59]. Since there is no unique solution for a product

architecture of a system, the final modeling task targets the derivation of one exem-

plary possible structure variant.

These tasks describe the main artifacts to be created within the modeling approach. Hence,

the next step is to select appropriate core concepts for the system model development.

3.2 Applied Core Concepts

Based on the findings from the state of the art (see Subsection 2.2.1), suitable implemen-

tations for the core concepts of system model development were selected (Figure 3-1).

Figure 3-1: Applied core concepts for system model development (own illustration)
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As modeling language, it was decided to use SysML for the modeling purpose within this

thesis. SysML is capable of supporting the specification, analysis, design, verification and

validation of complex systems and thus, it is suitable for the purpose of this thesis [Obj-

2019]. Apart from being the most popular modeling language for MBSE, SysML was chosen

for two further reasons. The first major point was, that the initial system model set up by DLR

in previous work was developed using SysML (See Subsection 2.1.4). Approaches towards

a transformation of existing models from one modeling language in another are described

in literature. Yet, this transformation is a critical task and is associated with major effort

[Bad-2018]. The second main reason for choosing SysML as modeling language was the

availability of support for the acquisition of language skills. For SysML, dedicated lectures

were available at Technical University of Munich [Bra-2020; Wal-2018]. Furthermore, lot of

support exists in literature [Alt-2012; Wei-2014; Fri-2014].

As a modeling tool, the Cameo Systems Modeler was selected. According to its vendor

NoMagic, this tool is capable of implementing all aspects of systems in the most standard-

compliant SysML diagrams [NoM-2021]. Supporting literature exists [Cas-2017]. Apart

from this, the Cameo Systems modeler is easy to learn and quite popular among MBSE

users [Clo-2010, p. 121; Piv-2021]. As with the language, the usage of this tool for previous

work by DLR was a major point since no transformation of the existing base model to

another tool was needed. Furthermore, support and license were provided by DLR. The

Cameo Systems Modeler’s ability for simulation and solving parametric models by using

Modelica is a benefit in regard to the following validation of the model planned by DLR (see

Subsection 2.1.4) [NoM-2021; Ehr-2020].

Based on literature review, it was decided to follow a twofold MBSE methodology approach,

combining SYSMOD and FAS. Both are methodologies explicitly targeting product devel-

opment and they are well documented, as literature is available and easily accessible [Wei-

2016b; Wei-2014; Lam-2014]. In addition, they are mature enough as proved by various ap-

plication examples in industry projects [Dae-2014; Clo-2010, p. 127]. The appropriateness

for use together with SysML and Cameo Systems Modeler is given [Wei-2014; Wei-2016c].

Regarding the content, SYSMOD provides methods and processes for modeling the base,

logical, and product architecture based on an initial system behavior analysis. Since func-

tional architecture is spared out in SYSMOD, the FAS is a fitting complement. It guides the
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passage from the system’s behavior to its structure by providing the functional architecture.

As all artifacts required by the modeling tasks are delivered, the selected methodologies

are sufficient for the purpose of this thesis.

Together, the selected implementations facilitate the development of a system model for the

terminal architecture in accordance with the modeling tasks.

3.3 Tailoring of Modeling Methodologies

The MBSE methodologies SYSMOD and FAS are selected to guide the modeling of the ter-

minal system architecture. Yet, a customization is necessary to adapt the generic method-

ologies to the specific needs of this thesis.

The intention of the following subsections is not to provide a comprehensive description

of the methodologies. Concerning this matter consultation of related literature is recom-

mended [Lam-2014; Wei-2016b]. Instead, a short overview with focus on the relevant key

concepts is given for SYSMOD (Subsection 3.3.1) and FAS (Subsection 3.3.2). The tailored

modeling approach combining both, SYSMOD and FAS, is presented in Subsection 3.3.3.

3.3.1 SYSMOD

SYSMOD is a best practices toolbox, that can be regarded as collection of methods rather

than a process description. Various SYSMOD methods and corresponding artifacts (so

called SYSMOD products) are specified by this methodology. During the modeling, appro-

priate SYSMOD methods are applied to create the SYSMOD products contributing to the

model. The SYSMOD methodology itself does not explicitly prescribe which methods to

use in which sequence. The order and collection of applied methods strongly depends on

modeling focus, the system’s domain and vary from project to project. Iterations and loops

in execution of methods are recommended [Wei-2016b, pp. 1–11].

The most relevant methods for addressing the stated modeling tasks within this thesis are

presented by Figure 3-2. Each method and its artifacts are described in detail by Weilkiens

and propositions about how to execute the corresponding tasks are given [Wei-2016b].
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Describe Base Architecture

Identify System Context

Identify System Use Cases

Identify System Processes

Model Use Case Activities

Model Domain Knowledge

Model Logical Architecture

Model Product Architecture

SYSMOD 
Methods

Figure 3-2: SYSMOD methods with key relevance for this thesis (own illustration based on Weilkiens [Wei-
2016b, p. 11])

However, to provide orientation for a potential SYSMOD approach, Weilkiens introduces

one possible logical order of execution of the SYSMOD methods. The resulting process

contains certain SYSMOD methods and suggests a logical sequence [Wei-2016c, pp. 5–9].

A comprehensive example of a different SYSMOD process is described in literature [Wei-

2014]. It is important to emphasize, that these processes propose a logical order rather

than a timely order. The execution of the iterative methods may overlap.

3.3.2 FAS

The SYSMOD methodology does not provide a particular method for the modeling of a

functional architecture which is postulated by modeling task 2. To address this problem the

FAS methodology provides a well-defined procedure how to develop the functional archi-

tecture [Lam-2014]. Since SYSMOD and FAS overlap to a certain degree, only the distinct

process steps of FAS as applied in this thesis are introduced in the following.

The core of the FAS methodology refers to four main steps. The artifacts resulting from

these steps are depicted by Figure 3-3. The basis for the FAS methodology are certain

system artifacts provided by SYSMOD, mainly the UC and corresponding essential activi-

ties (0). Firstly, for each UC an activity tree is created containing the essential activities

as blocks (1). Key step of the FAS methodology is to rearrange the essential activities from

the system’s overall activity tree into so-called functional groups (2). These artifacts rep-

resent the functions of the system. Although the definition of functional groups is supported

by heuristics, common sense and comprehensive system expertise is required. Next, func-

tional elements are traced from functional groups as a transition from behavior-oriented
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Figure 3-3: Main artifacts within FAS: use case activities (0), activity trees (1), functional groups (2), functional
elements and interfaces (3), and functional architecture (4) (own illustration)

to structure-oriented modeling. Further, the use of functional elements decouples the life

cycle of UC from the functional architecture and implements a change control. The func-

tional interfaces among functional elements are derived from the inputs and outputs of

the essential activities (3). Finally, the flows among functional elements respectively their

functional interfaces are realized, resulting in the functional architecture (4) [Lam-2014;

Wei-2016c, pp. 189–229]. Within this thesis, the functional architecture is used to facilitate

further architecture development in SYSMOD.

3.3.3 Tailored Modeling Approach

Based on selected SYSMOD methods, the resulting SYSMOD artifacts, and the propo-

sitions of possible SYSMOD processes in literature, a tailored modeling approach was

developed. It provides a basic frame for modeling with the FAS methodology applied as

embedded activity. The resulting approach is illustrated in Figure 3-4.

Analogous to the SYSMOD processes described in literature, the depicted procedure states

the logical sequence of applied methods, their inputs and resulting artifacts. No rigid time-

related sequence is implied due to its iterative character. The artifacts developed within

previous work by DLR were considered as inputs (requirements, stakeholders, top-level

system process). Corresponding to the modeling tasks the four types of architecture were

regarded as outputs of the project. Apart from the SYSMOD and FAS methods, logistics-

specific activities were added to realize the tailoring to the intralogistics terminal context

(specification of basic intralogistics process, logistics toolbox).
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The resulting procedure is capable of guiding the development of the terminal system ar-

chitecture. It concludes this section as customized, domain-specific modeling approach

applied in this thesis.

Figure 3-4: Tailored modeling approach as applied within this thesis, based on SYSMOD (own illustration)
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The following chapter describes the development of the terminal system architecture based

on the previously introduced modeling approach (see Figure 3-4).

Prefacing, Section 4.1 states the modeling scope and gives preliminary remarks. As first

step, Section 4.2 describes the definition of the base architecture and the fundamental in-

tralogistics process. The specification of the terminal’s behavior was done within a compre-

hensive system analysis as described in Section 4.3. The following architecture modeling

process is threefold. Section 4.4 covers the application of the FAS methodology leading

to the functional architecture. As a next step the development of the logical architecture is

presented (Section 4.5), before Section 4.6 concludes with the description of the logistics

toolbox and one possible product architecture as a detailed variant of the terminal core.

4.1 Preliminary Considerations and Remarks on SysML

In prior to the modeling, preliminary considerations on the intended level of complexity and

relevant system characteristics have to be made. Further, remarks on SysML are given.

Preliminary Considerations

The object to specify is the NGT CARGO logistics terminal within a certain degree of detail

and by the use of models. Due to reasons of scope, the logistics planning domains loca-

tion and external infrastructure were not covered by this thesis and the planning level was

lowered down to the transshipment building only. Thus, on-site infrastructure, correspond-

ing external interfaces, or vehicle operations and management were not regarded. For the

purpose of the thesis, the term ’terminal core’ was defined and concerns the intralogistics

transshipment section facilitating freight exchange among different means of transport. Al-

though they are required from a construction’s perspective, building systems and structure,

energy supply, and office systems were not covered within this thesis either.

The involved means of transportation were limited to the NGT CARGO itself and the group

of road vehicles. This group was defined including conventional trucks, sprinters, cars,
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or the Next Generation Car (NGC) Cargo Mover1. Other possible means of transport men-

tioned by the NGT CARGO concept, such as planes, drones, ropeways, or cargo bikes were

disregarded. Transshipment directions of interest were Rail-Rail, Rail-Road, and Road-Rail.

Apart from transshipment with temporary storage within the terminal core, crossdocking

was covered as direct transshipment operation without storage for all transshipment direc-

tions. For reasons of scope, order picking and customs were regarded as external services

and their consideration was reduced to the provision of theoretical process interfaces.

Within the terminal core, the focus was laid on the material flow. The physical flowing unit

is a Load Unit (LU). Since the NGT CARGO concept considers pallets and ULD as load

units to transport, LU refers to these load units. A further decomposition of LU, e.g. for

storage, picking, or intralogistics handling, was excluded. Information flows were only par-

tial included. All types of information were gathered and denoted as Load Unit Information

(LU Info). Thus, the flowing unit for information is LU Info. Being out of scope, any infor-

mation processing or management was disregarded, and data infrastructure was reduced

to the provision of minimum connecting interfaces when necessary. Information flows to

external services or systems were ignored.

Remarks on SysML

For the modeling, SysML was used as modeling language. To tailor the generic SysML

language to the problem-specific domain, stereotypes were used based on the SYSMOD

profile given by Weilkiens [Wei-2016b, pp. 163–180]. Whenever necessary reading advice

is given so that no initial SysML knowledge should be required to understand the key mes-

sages of the views. An overview about SysML elements and the SYSMOD profile is given in

Appendix B. For a comprehensive description of syntax and semantics of SysML reference

to the relevant literature is recommended [Fri-2014; Wei-2014].

The modeling steps and results are illustrated using SysML diagrams from the model. They

show a particular view of the system architecture or other artifacts specified by the system

model. These views show the model artifacts with relevance to the corresponding issue to

display. Although the described procedure seems to follow a sequential order, the archi-

tecture development was characterized by iterations and numerous changes. The following

views represent the latest status of the corresponding SysML system model.

1 The NGC Cargo Mover is a future modular freight vehicle concept developed by DLR [Wei-2016d].
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4.2 Base Architecture and Basic Intralogistics Process

As a first step in the modeling process, the base architecture was defined with respect

to the stated preliminary considerations. The base architecture determines the level of

abstraction and frames the system specification process and therefore the scope of entire

modeling activities. All boundary conditions and other prescribed structures are considered

in this architecture concept. Within this thesis, the base architecture was found especially

valuable to illustrate the basic system idea and to establish a common understanding of

the system of interest (SOI) at an early stage in the project. This common understanding

includes main interfaces and the basic structure of the SOI.

Figure 4-1 illustrates the base architecture of the logistics terminal with focus on its

transshipment area. The terminal core was defined as SOI, as indicated by the stereotype

«system of interest».

Figure 4-1: Base architecture of the logistics terminal with terminal core highlighted as SOI (SysML view)

Focus of the view displayed in this figure was laid on the prescribed structures around the

terminal core as object to model. The terminal core was defined as being located within a

logistics terminal building. This building sets the frame for the terminal core and contains

all necessary building equipment which was excluded from scope before (See Section 4.1).
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The building further provides interfaces towards the surrounding infrastructure for the NGT

CARGO (shunting yard) and the road vehicles (road infrastructure).

The terminal core was associated to the role2 of material processing. Several interfaces to-

wards other systems were implied, without further specification about numbers or location.

A key interface was implemented to the internal management and control system in the role

of information processing. To keep this information interface simple, the warehouse man-

agement system (WMS) was defined as unique interacting information system forwarding

any information to the corresponding internal software system when necessary. Further

interfaces to the external services order picking and customs were planned. Due to their

prescribed external character, these services were displayed outside of the logistics termi-

nal building. This was done for clarification reason and does not imply a decision about the

actual location of these services.

Figure 4-2: Base architecture of the terminal core, SOI
(SysML view)

Within the previous view in Figure 4-

1, the terminal core itself is treated as

black box without internal structure. To

give an idea of the basic understand-

ing of the SOI, Figure 4-2 reveals the

base architecture of terminal core as

an insight into the SOI block. At the

beginning of the system specification,

the terminal core was understood as

system providing two separated trans-

shipment areas, where either the NGT

CARGO railcar or the road vehicle are unloaded respectively loaded. These two locations

were linked by a transshipment system, where the freight was supposed to be transshipped

using handling equipment. Finally, a storage was planned to buffer time shift between un-

loading and loading of freight.

In parallel to the base architecture development, the basic intralogistics process of the

terminal core was sketched. As a counterpart to the SOI’s structure specified by the base

architecture, the basic process definition targets the initially intended behavior of the SOI.

2 SysML notation of element headers: ’role of element (in context of view) : type of element ’ [Bra-2020].
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The purpose of defining a basic intralogistics process at this point in time was to sharpen

and clarify the covered logistics activities in an early stage of model development. Based

on common sense and literature review, the basic intralogistics transshipment process was

specified as illustrated by Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-3: Basic intralogistics process facilitated by the terminal core, material flow only (SysML view)

It was defined that the terminal core process starts/ends as soon as the transshipped LU

is at the door of the corresponding mean of transport. In between the transshipment shall

be done, facilitated by the base architecture introduced previously. The view displayed

by Figure 4-3 shows actions and basic spatial allocations3. Initially, the LU is transported

from the door of a vehicle (NGT CARGO railcar or road vehicle) to a transshipment area

inbound (TAI) where the goods receipt process takes place. In case of crossdocking, the

LU is directly transshipped and runs through the goods issue at the transshipment area

outbound (TAO). In the other case, the LU is put into storage, stored, and retrieved, before

it runs through the goods issue process at TAO as well. The interface for external order

3 From theoretical SysML perspective, Figure 4-3 is partly incorrect, since central buffer nodes were used as
it is not intended by language semantics. Yet, this way of visualization was considered useful to comprehen-
sibly demonstrate the coherence of actions and locations. It was used for illustration purpose only.
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picking was coupled to the storage retrieving process to disjoint the LU as late as possible.

Process interfaces for customs were established within the goods receipt (inbound) and

goods issue (outbound).

In the process specification, the transshipment areas from the base architecture evolved

from simple vehicle handling areas to load handling and buffer areas. The reason to install

buffering areas in a logical order between the means of transport and the terminal core

itself was that the vehicle unloading and loading process is time critical. This is especially

of interest for the outbound direction, as otherwise the time advantage of an intended fast

handling would be lost due to long conveying times of the LU from the storage to the vehicle

[Hom-2018, p. 332].

Further, in contrast to the base architecture, the basic intralogistics process already implied

a spatially separation of inbound and outbound flows for the interface towards the vehicles.

According to Hompel et al., separated material flows are especially beneficial in case of

high transport volume. Overlapping is prevented and a material flow free of interference is

guaranteed [Hom-2018, p. 321]. With respect to these benefits, the implementation of TAI

and TAO is justified.

However, as the terminal’s behavior is basically similar for rail and road transshipment, no

differentiation among the mean of transport was made on a process level.

4.3 System Analysis of the Terminal Core

Once the basic structure and process of the terminal core were defined, various steps

were taken to approach the SOI’s behavior systematically and thus, to further specify its

processes. These steps can be summarized as system analysis. This system analysis

covers specification of the domain knowledge (Subsection 4.3.1) as well as the develop-

ment of the system context (Subsection 4.3.2). To provide a comprehensive picture, the

development of UC and the system process are gathered in Subsection 4.3.3, before the

derivation of UC activities as a top-down specification of the system process is presented

(Subsection 4.3.4).
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4.3.1 Domain Knowledge

Within this project, the domain knowledge was used to define key domain objects occurring

in the object flows of the model. It can be regarded as common baseline to communicate

a universally valid understanding of these objects and thus, is presented first. The domain

model was continually updated and grew with ongoing project progress.

In this thesis, material flow and information flow were regarded. As stated in Section 4.1 the

corresponding flowing objects were LU and LU Info. Figure 4-4 shows the domain blocks

of the relevant objects as a view extracted from the domain knowledge.

Figure 4-4: Extract from domain knowledge with focus on flowing objects as domain blocks (SysML view)

The LU was described in the domain knowledge as independent domain block with several

properties. References to the domain blocks of load carrier or LU label were defined (not

displayed). Further, the LU refers to one or two NGT CARGO rail vehicles and one or no

road vehicle (multiplicity depends on the different transshipment possibilities). To explic-

itly distinguish between the LU to transship and the LU to/from external services, further

specializations of the general LU were defined using the SysML generalization relation-

ship. The general Load Unit denotes the LU as it is transshipped, while the domain blocks

Load Unit for Customs and Load Unit for Picking were introduced as variants. The variants

inherited all features from the general LU, yet they were used in different context.

In addition, the LU domain block was associated with the domain block LU Info. This domain

block gathers all information required within the transshipping process. The information
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was implemented as values of the LU Info domain block. Different types of information

were listed, such as general and shipping information, physical values, LU location, internal

destination, or check status information. This set of information is partly comparable to the

accompanying document information, although the list is not conclusive.

It is clear that this treatment of information is a major simplification. However, due to the

limits in project scope and the corresponding focus on material flow, it was accepted.

4.3.2 System Context

The system context illustrates the SOI in its environment and states the relationships to the

actors4. As described in the modeling procedure (Figure 3-4), several inputs were needed

to specify the system context. Apart from the base architecture and the basic intralogistics

process, this refers to the identification of requirements and actors.

The requirements and actors were mostly provided by the previous work on the terminal

by DLR. Since scope was reduced to the terminal core, the input was tailored accordingly.

To enhance readability, the list of selected requirements of the terminal core is presented

within Appendix C. These requirements were used to define the SOI’s interactions with the

environment. This facilitated the selection of the relevant actors.

Based on the stated inputs, the system context was modeled as depicted by Figure 4-5. It

Figure 4-5: System context of the terminal core showing involved actors and relationships (SysML view)

4 Within this thesis, the term ’actor’ denotes both, stakeholders and systems, actively interacting with the SOI.
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shows the terminal core surrounded by the selected actors. The NGT railcar and the road

vehicle were identified as key systems interacting with the terminal core by exchanging

LU. Further material flows were visualized towards the external systems customs and order

picking. As specified within the domain knowledge (Subsection 4.3.1), the exchanged items

are variants of LU. Regarding the information flow, the WMS was defined as single interact-

ing system for LU Info. The WMS is displayed as user system, since it was seen as key user

interface for the stakeholder terminal-operator. Finally, the logistics terminal building was

listed. Although there are no active flows5, the enclosing terminal building was mentioned

as interacting system in the system context to symbolize the physical containment of the

terminal core. It was not part of further architecture specification.

4.3.3 Use Cases and System Process

In this thesis, a UC was understood as a specific service of the system under investigation

demanded by at least one actor [Bra-2020]. Various services were identified based on the

requirements, the selected actors and the basic intralogistics process. These services were

consolidated in six different UC (Figure 4-6).

Figure 4-6: Use cases of the terminal core (SysML view)

5 Refers to information and material flows as stated in the preliminary considerations (Section 4.1).
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According to the SYSMOD profile of SysML, a further differentiation of the UC was done

using specific stereotypes. The three UC classified as «systemUseCase», namely re-

ceive freight, store freight and provide freight, cover the key system services in regard

to freight handling. The «continuousUseCase» guarantee freight condition represents a

service which is constantly provided by the terminal core and refers to the particular envi-

ronment condition requirements of freight. Finally, evaluate identity of load unit and com-

municate with information system were classified as «secondaryUseCase». A secondary

UC is a fragment of a UC without an own actor. Instead, the secondary UC represents

repetitive sub-services which are included in other UC. Using secondary UC, redundant

description of the sub-services was avoided [Wei-2014].

The UC define the terminal’s behavior triggered by actors. To further specify the actually ex-

ecuted processes, SysML activity diagrams are used. Since a UC must not be displayed in

an activity diagram, a formal transition from UC to activities is necessary [Wei-2014]. Thus,

each UC was allocated to a same named UC activity. Following a top-down approach, the

UC activities were initially treated as black box processes with particular inputs and outputs.

These black boxes were arranged in a logical sequence and the inputs and outputs were

connected by object flows. The resulting sequence is the description of the top-level termi-

nal core process (Figure 4-7). For reasons of readability, only material flows are visualized

in the view depicted by Figure 4-7.

In SysML, object flows (solid lines) symbolize the transmission of objects (material or infor-

mation flow), while control flows (dashed lines) are used to create the logical sequence of

activities [Fri-2014]. This difference is important to read the following diagrams correctly.

Analogously to the basic intralogistics process, the LU to transship runs through a sequen-

tial key process, represented by the UC activities receive freight, store freight and provide

freight. However, the UC analysis revealed that a freight condition management is needed

apart from the key transshipment process. Thus, the corresponding UC activity guarantee

freight conditions is logically parallel-connected to the main material flow. By definition, the

remaining secondary UC (evaluate identity of load unit and communicate with information

system) are located on a lower level of abstraction and thus, they were not displayed within

this view of the terminal core process.
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Figure 4-7: Terminal core process, consisting out of use case activities; material flow only (SysML view)

At this stage of specification, the external services customs (inbound and outbound) and

picking were reduced to their corresponding interfaces. Within the terminal core process

view, these interfaces were realized as external black box sinks respectively sources.

As a simplification, no further processing or management of damaged, unidentified, or in-

correct LU was considered. Thus, a particular LU rejected sink was introduced, absorbing

all LU which are rejected within the process.

The terminal core process depicted in Figure 4-7 can be regarded as systematic abstraction

of the initially defined basic intralogistics process (see Figure 4-3). From a system model

hierarchy perspective, the new terminal core process description equals a zoom into the

terminal core process-action node embedded in the top-level system process of the whole

terminal (see Figure 2-21).
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4.3.4 Use Case Activities

The UC activities were specified on a next level by defining a sequence of subordinated

essential activities. In the following, the resulting activity diagram for each UC are pre-

sented. To support the readability of the diagrams, the object flows are separated in head-

ing direction. Material flows are headed vertically (top to bottom) and the information flows

are headed horizontally (left to right).

Receive Freight

The UC activity of receive freight is illustrated by Figure 4-8. It basically covers the pro-

cess from the pick-up of the LU at the vehicle’s door up to its transportation to a further

internal destination. In a first step, the LU is conveyed to the TAI where it is buffered until

Figure 4-8: Process sequence of the use case activity ’receive freight’ (SysML view)
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further transshipment is possible. At this point the inbound customs interface is provided.

As soon as the signal for further processing is received, inbound checks for quality and

quantity of freight follow up. In case of successful checks the LU is transported to the next

internal destination, which is either the warehouse interface area (WIA) (storing) or the TAO

(crossdocking). If at least one inbound check was failed, the LU is rejected immediately.

The freight handling processes are facilitated by information support from the WMS (LU

Info). During the receive freight process, the label, the location, and check results of the

LU are evaluated respectively determined. The information is used for decision making,

documentation, and tracking of LU. Certain information is sent back to the WMS as an

update of LU Info6.

Store Freight

The UC activity for store freight covers all activities associated to warehouse operations.

The corresponding activity diagram is shown by Figure 4-9. The interface area between the

Figure 4-9: Process sequence of the use case activity ’store freight’ (SysML view)

6 In the SysML model, all information outputs were defined as ’role : Load Unit Information’ (type refers to
domain block LU Info) and summarized in a single output parameter node. To describe the transferred
information, each pin was provided with a dedicated role within the activity diagrams.
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intralogistics conveying system and the warehouse is denoted as WIA. Here, the inbound

LU coming from the receive freight activity is handed over to the warehouse conveying

system and brought to the reserved storage compartment. Subsequently, the LU enters

the continuous storage state. Once the retrieval order is received, the retrieval process

takes place. Concluding the store freight activity, the LU arrives at the WIA for further

transshipment. At this location, a potential interface to the picking system was considered.

If picking is requested, the LU is sent to the picking system. Else, the LU is handed over to

the provide freight process.

Provide Freight

The UC activity provide freight, which is presented by Figure 4-10, considers several initial

Figure 4-10: Process sequence of the use case activity ’provide freight’ (SysML view)
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locations of the LU to process. If the LU comes either from the storage or from the picking

process, the LU is provided at the WIA. Consequently, the first activity covered by the

UC provide freight is the transportation of the LU from the WIA to the TAO. In case of

a crossdocking procedure the LU is already at the TAO (brought by the final conveying

activity in the receive freight process). Once the LU is in the TAO, it is buffered until the

vehicle is ready for loading. Analogously to the inbound procedure, the continuous buffer

state at the TAO serves as the process interface for customs operations. Before the LU is

finally transshipped to the vehicle, a final outbound check is passed. In addition to condition

and quantity checks, an outbound security check was introduced for LU heading for the

NGT railcar. Comparable to air freight transport, the high-speed rail freight was considered

as vulnerable mean of transport so that only clean LU are loaded7.

The positioning of the outbound checks at the very late point in the logical sequence of

the provide freight process was done intentionally. From an organizational perspective, it

would be better to execute the checks earlier (e.g. before entering the TAO). If a LU fails

one check, enough time would be available to correct or manage the error and to channel

in the LU again. On the other hand, the outbound checks for the loading in the NGT railcars

contain the security check. In air freight transshipment, which was taken as reference for

the NGT CARGO security checks, the freight has to be protected from any unauthorized

interference after the security check until loading [Eur-2015]. In order to minimize potential

hazards after the security checks, their logical position was set as late as possible.

Guarantee Freight Condition

Figure 4-11 gives an insight into the UC activity guarantee freight condition. This activity

is executed continuously and aims at providing adequate environment conditions required

by the goods. The activity was designed with regard to controlled and uncontrolled (per-

manent) conditions. To guarantee controllable conditions a continuous control loop was

introduced. By monitoring and controlling of temperature, humidity, and illumination the

corresponding requirements of these conditions shall be fulfilled. The control loop can be

left by a stop signal. In parallel, permanent activities executed by building systems, such as

restriction of access and protection from fire, electric magnetic radiation, or environmental

elements, belong to this UC.

7 Concepts of known consignors exist for air freight [Eur-2015], yet they were not considered in this thesis.
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Figure 4-11: Process sequence of the use case activity ’guarantee freight condition’ (SysML view)

It is important to emphasize, that this UC strongly depends on the transshipped good.

Different goods may require different conditions or control values.

Evaluate Identity of Load Unit

The identification of the LU is a repetitive process, which is executed various times within

the previously introduced UC activities. As an example, at the beginning of the essential

activity check inbound load unit (part of the receive freight activity, see Figure 4-8) the LU

has to be identified. Consequently, the UC evaluate identity of load unit is part of the check

inbound load unit-activity on a more detailed level.

Therefore, this UC was designed as secondary UC. Its corresponding UC activity is dis-

played by Figure 4-12. It contains a single activity, where the label of the LU to identify is

evaluated. This activity can be regarded as the interface between material and information

flow. The LU label itself serves as identification tag of the particular LU. The information

output of the activity is the LU label as type LU Info.
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Figure 4-12: Description of the use case activity ’evaluate identity of LU’ (SysML view)

However, this activity does not specify the degree of information integration in regard to the

label8. As information flows and management was not in the focus of this thesis, this was

intentionally kept rather generic.

Communicate with Information System

Analogously to the previously mentioned secondary UC, the UC activity communicate with

information system was applied on a lower level of detail within other UC activities. The fol-

lowing activity enables the exchange of information with the WMS interface. Consequently,

every other activity dealing with exchange of data requires the service provided by this sec-

ondary UC activity. As shown by Figure 4-13, the UC activity differentiates in sending and

receiving of information.

Figure 4-13: Description of the use case activity ’communicate with information system’ (SysML view)

8 Examples for degrees of information integration are ID-on-tag, data-on-tag, or agent-on-tag. Refer to litera-
ture for more information [Net-2010].
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Interim Conclusion on System Analysis

At this point, the specification of the terminal core’s behavior has already reached a very

detailed level. Thus, a few aspects on the progress so far shall be mentioned.

The system’s behavior bases on the initially defined basic intralogistics process. This guid-

ing course of actions was formalized using UC based on the actors’ demands. These UC

were transformed into activities and put into a logical sequence. Particular inputs and out-

puts enabled the definition of material and (on a basic level) information flows. In the last

section, this sequence of UC activities was further specified by essential activities, taking

the process on a next level of detail.

It is important to notice, that this zoom-in procedure can be continued nearly to infinity,

continuously increasing accuracy without ever reaching a level of 100% accuracy. On the

other side, for each additional level of detail, the complexity of the model as well as the

required domain knowledge increase. To complete the project within the given frame of

time, an appropriate balance between accuracy and complexity had to be chosen.

Some of the essential activities were even specified on an additional level in the model.

Yet, the terminal core’s behavior described by the essential activities presented before was

judged to be mature enough to proceed with the structural specification. Therefore, devel-

opment of a comprehensive further level of behavioral detail was refrained from.

4.4 Functional Architecture

In a next step, the essential activities have to be transformed into functions that describe

the main tasks of the terminal. The interactions of these functions yield the functional

architecture, which is therefore a modeling artifact referring to the system structure [Wei-

2016c, p. 202]. To derive the SOI’s functional architecture based on the determined UC

activities, the FAS methodology was applied.

Firstly, the SOI’s global activity tree was created (Figure 4-14). An activity tree is static

representation of a top-level activity and its subordinated activities. An activity tree shows

call hierarchies and no ownership hierarchies. Control flows and thus, sequences of activi-

ties are not displayed due to its focus on structure [Wei-2014].
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Figure 4-14: Global activity tree with grouping of activities by means of use cases; color coding according to
functional groups (SysML view)
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At the top-level of the global activity tree, the terminal core process is set as SOI. On the

second level, the six previously introduced UC activities are displayed. Beneath each UC

activity the called essential activities are listed. Consequently, this view shows all activities

occurring within the terminal core process up to the third level and grouped by the means of

UC. The coloring of the nodes within this view already anticipates the allocation to functional

groups, which is the key outcome of the next step in the FAS methodology.

Within this next step, functional groups were defined and the essential activities were

allocated and regrouped according to these functional groups.

In context of FAS, literature defines functional groups as ’set of strongly-related [...] activ-

ities’ [Lam-2014]. Therefore, the main task within the second step of FAS was to cluster

the existing activities into independent groups with highest possible functional cohesion.

This referred especially to related or identical objectives, inputs or outputs and aimed at

low external complexity and high internal functional complexity. Apart from common sense,

the definition of the functional groups was facilitated by heuristics, given in literature [Wei-

2016c, pp. 199–202; Lam-2014]. Examples of applied heuristics are the grouping according

to interface operations, abstract and secondary UC, and shared data or objects. Related

functional groups were gathered within a superordinate functional group. The resulting nine

functional groups are illustrated by Figure 4-15.

Figure 4-15: Functional Groups (SysML view)

Once the functional groups were defined, every essential activity displayed in Figure 4-14

was traced to the corresponding functional group. This is trace relationship is visualized

additionally by the color coding within the view (which was anticipated previously). Subse-

quently, the tree was restructured. The UC activity nodes were replaced functional group
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nodes, and the activities were regrouped by mean of functional group affiliation. The result-

ing functional group tree is displayed by Figure 4-16.

Figure 4-16: Functional group tree with grouping of activities by means of functional groups (SysML view)
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As mentioned initially, the functional architecture refers to structure rather than behavior.

Formally, the functional groups still describe the terminal core’s behavior. The following

steps within the FAS procedure addresses this transition from behavioral to structural ele-

ments and the composition of the terminal core’s functional architecture.

Figure 4-17: Mapping of functional elements to func-
tional groups (SysML view)

Therefore, the functional groups were ex-

pressed with a same named functional el-

ement and connected with a one-to-one

trace relationship (Figure 4-17). In contrast

to a functional group, a functional element

is an abstract structural system component.

It defines the relation between one or more

inputs and outputs by means of a function

[Lam-2014]. In the SYSMOD/FAS profile

a functional element is modeled as «func-

tionalBlock» exhibiting the properties of a

SysML block. Due to the one-to-one trac-

ing, the framework of functional groups was equal to the framework of functional elements

except for one difference: the top-level node was changed from the terminal core process

(behavior, specified by functional groups) to the terminal core itself (structure, specified by

functional elements). Collectively, the entity of functional elements builds the functional

structure of the terminal core.

In contrast to the hierarchy-oriented functional structure, the functional architecture lays

additional focus on functional interrelations and flows. In the FAS methodology, these inter-

relations are denoted as functional interfaces [Lam-2014]. In SysML, interfaces of blocks

are facilitated by ports. A port may exhibit a flow property, so that it is capable of mapping

the block’s inflow or outflow of a specific item type. Making use of the block properties of

functional elements, functional ports were defined and allocated to these elements. By

the configuration of the functional ports as proxy ports with flow properties, the input and

output flows of LU, LU Info, and LU for customs respectively picking were modeled. Finally,

the functional interfaces were realized by modeling connecting object flows among the

ports of corresponding functional elements.
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As final step of the FAS methodology, all functional elements were visualized within an inter-

nal block diagram of the terminal core. By displaying the ports and functional interrelations

a connected structure was formed. Furthermore, ports were allocated to the terminal core

itself as the SOI’s top-level functional interfaces towards external systems. This included

a loading interface to the vehicles, an information interface to the WMS, and a customs

respectively picking interface to the corresponding external service. For a better under-

standing of context, these external systems were visualized as blocks in the view, too.

The resulting functional architecture is illustrated in Figure 4-18. To enhance readability,

the object flows are colored according to the type of conveyed item (LU Info, LU, and LU for

customs respectively picking). The arrows indicate the direction of flow.

Figure 4-18: Functional architecture of the terminal core with interacting systems (SysML view)

The functional architecture developed by following the FAS methodology revealed that the

key material handling functions are un-/load, move, check, and hold (buffer and stor ) of

the LU. Functional interfaces for material flow towards external services were implemented

at the holding functions. The un-/loading, moving, and checking functions communicate

with the WMS using information flows and the information interface. Further, identifying
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of LU and the preserving of load condition were identified as key functions of the terminal

core. Different transshipment procedures (storage, crossdocking) were facilitated by the

functional interfaces.

The functional architecture is the first comprehensive structural specification of the terminal

core within this thesis. Yet, it has little in common with a typical physical system description,

usually associated with structure. In contrast, the functional architecture is the most abstract

representation of the system. The terminal core is reduced pragmatically to a level, where

no technical solutions are stipulated. For the purpose of MBSE, which is to create a widely

opened solution space in order to develop the most promising system variant (see Subsec-

tion 2.1.1), this abstract functional description is key. Based on this holistic functionality, the

development of the logical architecture as first step towards a physical implementation was

initiated.

4.5 Logical Architecture

Once the functional architecture was defined, the development of the logical architecture

was done next. Both are structure-related descriptions of the SOI consisting out of several

elements. In contrast to their functional counterparts, the elements of the logical archi-

tecture represent generic technical concepts and target the description of the SOI’s logical

operation (see modeling task 3 in Section 3.1).

In SYSMOD, the method for the development of the logical architecture proposes the use

of sequence diagrams to identify the logical elements [Wei-2014, p. 148]. Although this was

partly applied for the identification of top-level interactions with stakeholders before, the pro-

cedure was found not useful in this context. This was mainly caused by the characteristics

of SysML, which prescribe the use of sequence diagrams for messages only9. Thus, no

material flows can be displayed in sequence diagrams [Bra-2020]. Since the focus of this

project was laid on the material flows, the added value by the usage of sequence diagrams

was rather low in this context.

9 Relict of the software-centered UML 2, which is the basis of SysML [Bra-2020].
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Instead, it was decided to use the previously developed architectures as an initial basis for

the derivation of logical elements. The base architecture (Figure 4-2) gave a basic idea

of the necessary logical subsystems. However, it was regarded as being too general for a

direct translation into a logical architecture. Thus, the functional architecture (Figure 4-18)

was considered additionally. Both, functional and logical architecture describe the entire

system comprehensively. Thus, every function had to be reflected by the entirety of logical

elements.

Keeping the base architecture in mind, logical elements were developed based on func-

tional elements as conceptual realizations of the corresponding functions. To underline

the structural character, the logical elements were denoted as logical system blocks and

implemented using the stereotype «logicalBlock». This stereotype was defined as a speci-

fication of the SysML «block» and was introduced to enhance discriminability of architecture

blocks.

Figure 4-19 shows the mapping of logical system blocks to the functional elements us-

ing n:m allocation relationships. These allocations represent the key transformation from

functions into logical blocks. This transformation is crucial to ensure a comprehensive real-

ization of the abstract functional entirety by the logical architecture. Apart from the aspect

Figure 4-19: Mapping of logical elements to functional elements (SysML view)
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of completeness, the allocations enabled a traceability from the system’s behavior via its

functional structure to its actual logical structure.

Corresponding to the storage block in the base architecture, initially a warehouse (WH) was

created as logical subsystem. With ongoing progress it was subdivided into the WIA, a WH

storage and retrieval system (SRS), and the actual WH storage. These logical elements

facilitate the logical operations of the store freight process (see Figure 4-9). Analogously, a

transportation system was defined, consisting out of transportation modules (Transp_Mod-

ule) and transportation interfaces (Transp_Interface). Due to similarities in logical operation

of the functions move and un-/load, the logical elements of the transportation system fa-

cilitate both functions. Differences in checking operations led to the creation of separated

logical elements for inbound checks (check_inb) and outbound checks (check_outb), both

fulfilling the function load unit checks. To physically separate inbound and outbound flows,

the differentiation of the logical system blocks TAI and TAO as main buffer areas was made.

The functionality of load conditions was logically implemented defining a Condition Control

and a Permanent Condition System. Finally, the Data Processing System was created as

logical element to address both functions, identify LU and communicate with WMS.

Within an iterative process, the logical elements were gathered within logical subsystems.

The logical subsystems served as intermediate abstraction level between the terminal core

and the logical elements. The entirety of logical system blocks and corresponding logical

subsystems is the logical structure. To get an idea about the correlation of functional and

logical structure, Figure 4-2010 shows the mapping of both structures as extended diagram

view of Figure 4-19.

Similarly to the functional architecture, the logical architecture differs from its structure since

it focuses on the interrelations and object flows among its elements. To realize these flows,

the logical interfaces were modeled. As it was done within the functional procedure, proxy

ports with flow properties were used to accomplish these interfaces with the different input

and output flows. For each flowing item (LU, LU Info, LU for customs respectively picking) a

type of port was created and denoted as logical port. Revealed by the modeling of logical

10Here, the allocation of logical elements to logical subsystems is anticipated, as it was mainly revealed later
within the iterative specification of the logical architecture. Yet, the illustration was considered as helpful to
provide a comprehensive understanding of functional and logical mapping.
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Figure 4-20: Mapping of logical structure to functional structure (SysML view)
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elements, an additional logical port type was added for controlled condition flow. According

to the representing functions and thus, the facilitating object flows, each logical element

was provided with corresponding logical ports.

Apart from the logical elements, logical ports were assigned to the top-level system block

(terminal core) as logical system interfaces. Since the logical architecture is classified as

physically oriented concept, the logical system interfaces differ significantly from their func-

tional counterparts. At this point, interfaces were no longer theoretical process junctions

but discrete, physical interfaces. Driven by the focus of this thesis on internal material flow,

this transition had only little impact on interfaces towards WMS (realized as single data in-

terface) and external services (remained theoretical process interfaces11). In contrast, the

logical system interface for the LU had to be differentiated according to the direction and

type of mean of transport. For road vehicles, two spatial separated interfaces were defined

(GoodsReceipt ; GoodsIssue). Since the NGT CARGO railcar is a double deck vehicle, four

different logical system interfaces were required to serve this mean of transport inbound re-

spectively outbound and on the lower respectively upper level (GoodsReceipt_LowL/UpL;

GoodsIssue_LowL/UpL).

Subsequently, the logical elements and subsystems were visualized in an internal block

diagram of the terminal core. The visualized blocks were connected by object flows and

rearranged according to process correlations. This whole iterative procedure was mainly

driven by the findings from the system analysis (UC activities and system process). The

process-centered rearrangements were key driver for final structuring of logical elements

and subsystems, defining the logical structure (as anticipated by Figure 4-20).

The resulting logical architecture is presented by Figure 4-21. Again, the object flows

are colored and the arrows indicate flow directions. For most of the material flows, the

description of flowing item (LU, light blue) was hidden to enhance readability.

The basic logical subsystems are loading system (NGT or road vehicle), check system,

TAI/TAO, intralogistics transportation system (ITS), condition system and WH. Each sub-

system consists out of several logical elements in specific roles. Logical elements of the

11According to preliminary considerations in Section 4.1.
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Figure 4-21: Logical architecture of the terminal core (SysML view)
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same type occur in different roles within different subsystems. The figures in square brack-

ets written in the header of each logical block refer to the possible multiplicity of the block.

As an example, the terminal core was designed to contain at least one WH, although more

than one WH are possible (denoted as [1..*]). The actual multiplicity depends on technical

realization (technology, size) and is relevant for the design of a product architecture.

The logical architecture facilitates various transshipment directions and procedures. Firstly

in the material flow, inbound LU pass the loading system. The loading system consists

out of one or more transportation modules, and, depending on technical realization, one or

more transportation interfaces. The logical elements were doubled in the NGT loading sys-

tem for reasons of double deck loading. After being buffered in separated TAI (rail, road),

inbound checks follow in the check system. In a next step, material flows were bundled

and enter the ITS. Although the technical realization may differ, the logical structure of the

ITS is comparable to the loading system. The ITS is the link from the inbound/outbound

areas to the WH. The interface between WH and ITS is the WIA, where the LU are buffered

and transferred to the SRS and subsequently put into storage. Since the SRS was speci-

fied as transportation system within the WH, the contained logical elements equal the ITS.

The outbound procedure of the LU from storage to a vehicle basically equals the reverse

inbound process. However, the outbound buffering takes place in the separated TAO (rail,

road), followed by outbound checks before the LU is loaded. Crossdocking was realized by

omitting the WH and directly transshipping the LU from the ITS towards the TAO.

Data communication and LU identification were realized as every logical subsystem except

from holding areas was equipped with one data processing system. These elements were

linked to the unique data bus as information interface to the WMS. The customs interface

was implemented at the TAO/TAI and the picking interface was connected to the WIA.

Finally, the condition system works independently from material flow. It was provided with

a permanent condition system (referring to building systems), while a possible condition

control and corresponding data processing system may be omitted depending on terminal

design. Although it was out of core focus, key controlled condition flows were visualized.

Summarizing, the logical architecture was designed as intermediate step from the abstract

functional description to a concrete physical implementation of structure. Apart from its in-

terconnecting role, it is important to clarify the actual flows and sequences. Various design
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decisions were made, while keeping the logical architecture as generic as possible to en-

able a logical blueprint for physical variants. The logical subsystems imply initial physical

units, which were used as basis for the development of product architecture variants.

4.6 Product Architecture

The product architecture is a specification of the logical architecture and equals the most

detailed representation of the SOI within this system model. It consists out of concrete

technical system components facilitating the object flow of interest. Being the lowest level

of abstraction within the system model does not imply that the product architecture is the

final step in the system development process. Much more, it is the baseline for the de-

tailed specification of subsystems, or more specialized engineering models, such as CAD

or simulation models [Wei-2016b, p. 62].

There is no unique solution for the product architecture. As stated in modeling task 4,

the objective of this final modeling section was to derive one exemplary variant of the

product architecture. Due to the increasing level of concreteness and complexity, the

derivation of a product architecture was divided into several sections. As it was done for

previous architectures, first the corresponding product structure was derived. Specifying

the product structure and creating the solution space, a logistics systems toolbox was im-

plemented. Subsequently, evaluation criteria for intralogistics systems were selected and

tailored according to potential groups of goods. The modeling activities within this thesis

were concluded by determining a specific variant of a product architecture based on the

findings of the previous sections and facilitated by the logistics systems toolbox.

Product Structure

The initial baseline for the development of the product structure was the logical structure

(Figure 4-20) and the allocation of functions to the logical elements (Figure 4-19). In con-

sideration of these findings and additional literature research, the product structure was

derived, consisting out of seven basic physical subsystems12. In detail, the physical sub-

systems involve storage systems, conveyor systems, conveyor interfaces, freight check

12 To emphasize the real, technical character of the product blocks the term physical was used for elements
of the product structure respectively architecture.
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systems, data servers, condition control systems, and building safety and security systems.

Subsequently, the product structure was mapped to the existing logical structure, to model

the basic technical realization of each logical element (Figure 4-22).

With regard to the variety of solutions and the complexity of the terminal core, a particular

multiplicity was allocated to each physical subsystem in the system model (as displayed in

Figure 4-22). This enabled the modeling of combinations of different technical realizations

for each physical subsystem and thus, a comprehensive physical description of the terminal

core’s product architecture.

Analogously to the logical blocks before, all physical blocks were modeled using the cus-

Figure 4-22: Mapping of product structure to logical structure (SysML view)
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tomized stereotype «physicalBlock» as specification of the SysML «block» element. Fur-

ther, ports as interfaces facilitating the flows among the elements had to be implemented.

For reasons of scope, the considered flows in the product architecture were limited to the

core material flow only. Therefore, physical ports were defined as interfaces facilitating the

material flow. Since the physical blocks were regarded as the most concrete elements to

specify, full ports with flow properties (LU as flowing item) were used to model the physical

interfaces. According to the required material flows, physical ports were assigned to the

physical subsystems defined in the product structure. On the SOI’s top-level, the interfaces

towards the vehicles (NGT, road vehicle) were modeled by assigning physical ports to the

terminal core (analogously to the logical interfaces).

Logistics Systems Toolbox

The subsystems represent the basic physical parts required for a technical implementa-

tion of the terminal core. By definition, each subsystem was understood as a classification

group of technical systems. Being rather generic, the physical subsystems had to be further

specified to deliver concrete solution elements for a possible product architecture. Thus, a

logistics systems toolbox was created. The logistics systems toolbox implemented con-

crete physical systems as lowest level of abstraction in the system model. The correspond-

ing variants of all subsystems create the solution space of the terminal core.

Due to reasons of size it was not reasonable to display the whole solution space in an ex-

tended view of the product structure within this thesis. Instead, the toolbox is illustrated as

independent sets of variants for each physical subsystem (Figure 4-23). For better orienta-

tion, the generic subsystems were highlighted. Every set of variants has to be understood

as next-level specification of the physical subsystems displayed in Figure 4-22.

The focus of the toolbox was laid on the systems directly facilitating the material flow (stor-

age system, conveying interface, conveying system, and freight check system). The cor-

responding variants within the toolbox were mainly selected based on Hompel et al. and

Schmidt [Hom-2018; Sch-2019a]. Additionally, state-of-the-art industry solutions were con-

sidered [ATS-2021; GEB-2021]. Concerning the core intralogistics systems, additional the-

oretical information is given in Subsection 2.1.3. Regarding the focus of this thesis, the

other subsystems in the toolbox were treated incidentally. Thus, the corresponding ab-

straction level was kept rather high. The variants listed in the toolbox were derived based
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Figure 4-23: Implemented toolbox of technical variants; generic subsystems highlighted (SysML view)
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on NGT CARGO project specifications (building safety and security system and condition

control system) respectively based on Günthner and Hompel (data server ) [Gün-2010].

In contrast to the previous structure developments (functional, logical, product), the specifi-

cation of the toolbox did no longer refer to a logical or conceptual refinement of subsystems.

Instead, each set of variants delivers various equivalent technical solutions for the corre-

sponding subsystem. To realize these equivalences, SysML generalization relationships13

were used to model the toolbox variants as displayed by Figure 4-23. On the one hand, this

implies that every implemented variant is an equivalent and comprehensive representative

of its superordinated subsystem. On the other hand, every variant has its own technical

specifications and represents a different solution. Depending on the technical requirements

of the design case, the most suitable variant can be selected for implementation.

It must be stated that the toolbox was not intended to be conclusive. Many more technical

realizations of the subsystems exist which were not implemented in the system model.

Yet, the toolbox provided a selection of common key variants facilitating intralogistics pallet

handling and being sufficient within the scope of this thesis.

Tailoring of Evaluation Criteria for Intralogistics Systems

To enable adequate application of the toolbox in order to derive a feasible product archi-

tecture, a intralogistics system selection guideline was required. Therefore, evaluation

criteria for the key material flow systems conveying systems and storage systems were

determined based on literature.

Hompel et al. give a comprehensive overview over intralogistics systems and describe var-

ious criteria for the comparison and selection of these systems. For each criterion, a ba-

sic evaluation of the listed variants of key intralogistics systems is given (favorable, semi-

favorable and unfavorable). Despite this, Hompel et al. remark that a tailoring and weighting

according to the specific project is necessary [Hom-2018].

Not every intralogistics system mentioned by Hompel et al. was relevant for the NGT

CARGO logistics terminal. Key driver for the selection of relevant system variants were

the groups of goods, specified within previous work by DLR. These groups of goods were

13A SysML generalization relationship leads to an inheritance of properties from the parent to the child element
(e.g. ports, values). Yet, the child element may exhibit additional, individual properties that differ from others.
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divided into five clusters according to the criteria type of load carrier, standardization of

load carrier, and temperature control (see Appendix A). Each intralogistics system listed by

Hompel et al. was assessed in regard to these criteria. Thus, unsuitable variants could be

excluded depending on the selection of a particular cluster of goods.

Analogously to the intralogistics system variants, not every evaluation criterion mentioned

by Hompel et al. was relevant for the purpose of this thesis either. The overall application

of the terminal core is the implementation in the NGT CARGO logistics terminal. Woxe-

nius investigates on transshipment requirements of intermodal terminals in regard to the

surrounding intermodal transportation network. For terminal types equivalent to the NGT

CARGO logistics terminal, he identifies capacity, rapid transshipment, and technical reli-

ability as key drivers for the terminal [Wox-2007]. Further, for the NGT CARGO logistics

terminal a high, but realistic degree of automation is desired as major design requirement

[Ehr-2020]. These key drivers guided the selection of relevant criteria.

For the conveying systems, six criteria were chosen from Hompel et al. [Hom-2018,

pp. 240–242]. Five of these criteria were assigned to two clusters, namely automation and

technical complexity, which were weighted 50% each. The sixth criterion referred to storing

capabilities and was added without weighting impact to facilitate the evaluation of conveying

systems for storage purposes. Selection criteria for speed and capacity were not given, as

they are mainly influenced by the quantity of systems deployed [Hom-2018, p. 161]. The

overall evaluation matrix for conveying systems is displayed in Figure D-1.

Similarly, seven criteria from the enumeration in literature were selected for the evaluation of

storage systems [Hom-2018, pp. 120–121]. This time, four clusters were built and weighted

25% each. The clusters were transshipment speed, capacity efficiency, technical reliabil-

ity and automation. The overall evaluation matrix for storage systems is displayed in

Figure D-2.

Both evaluation matrices were applied to guide the selection of intralogistics systems when

developing the product architecture. It must be mentioned that the matrices only represent a

basic evaluation guideline. The overall number of parameters for selection of such systems

is rather extensive and assumes detailed knowledge of the specific application case and

the technical implementation. Further, general important criteria are weight and size of LU,
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desired throughput, number of articles, or investment cost [Hom-2018, p. 239]. However,

in regard to the scope of this thesis, the basic evaluation possibilities given by the matrices

were considered being sufficient.

Product Architecture Variant

As mentioned previously, the product architecture variant was designed for specific groups

of goods. From the groups of goods introduced in Subsection 2.1.4 and clustered in Ap-

pendix A, the cluster 2 was selected, referring to textiles (group of goods 3) and printings

(group of goods 4). This choice was met by the reason that both groups of goods in general

are transshipped on standardized Euro pallets and do not require special transshipment

conditions14. This decision had an impact on the requirements, as the requirements cool

chain (2.1.1) and storage humidity (2.1.2) became irrelevant for the following product archi-

tecture. Further, both evaluation matrices for storage respectively conveyor systems were

tailored to this cluster 2, as depicted in Appendix D.

Here, it is important to note that the consideration of another cluster of goods leads to

different appropriate intralogistics systems and thus, to a different product architecture. Es-

pecially non-standardized load carriers or the need for precise transshipment conditions for

perishable goods, such as vegetables, fruits, or pharmaceuticals, lead to numerous new re-

quirements which have to be regarded [Ges-2021]. With an increase in number and detail

of requirements, the required domain-knowledge about goods characteristics and logistics

handling increases accordingly. To realize one possible product architecture within the lim-

ited time frame of this thesis, a transshipment of standardized Euro pallets without special

condition requirements was regarded as being most promising.

The modeling of the chosen product architecture variant was facilitated by firstly introducing

the concept of variants on the system model’s top level. Figure 4-24 illustrates the basic

implementation of a top-level terminal core variant in the system model.

To enhance the understanding of the model integration of the variant, the relation to the

existing logical respectively physical system blocks is given within this view. The visualized

system blocks represent the top-level nodes of the logical respectively product structure

14Simplifications were made, such as disregarding a possible hanging transshipment of clothes.
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Figure 4-24: Model integration of terminal core variant V01 (SysML view)

and thus, a comprehensive structural description of the terminal core. Deduced from Fig-

ure 4-22, the logical terminal core block was allocated to its physical counterpart. The

created variant of the physical terminal core system block was derived using the SysML

generalization relationship (TerminalCore_ProductArc_V01).

Differentiation criteria for the terminal core’s physical variants were implemented as values.

The considered criteria were the load carrier type (Euro-pallet, ULD, other) and groups of

goods (eleven groups respectively five clusters, see Appendix A). The values were asso-

ciated to the physical terminal core block. An added multiplicity facilitated combinations of

types of load carrier respectively groups of goods within one terminal core variant. Based

on the previous decision on groups of goods, the groups 03 textiles and 04 printings and

the type of load carrier Euro pallet were implemented as values of the TerminalCore_Pro-

ductArc_V01 system block.

Once the terminal core variant was defined within the model, its product architecture was

developed within an internal block diagram of the system block. The development of the

product architecture was mainly facilitated by three findings of the previous modeling: the
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system’s behavior prescribed the necessary processes, the logical architecture delivered

the logical operations and corresponding structures, and the logistics systems toolbox finally

provided the concrete technical systems for implementation. Figure 4-25 illustrates the

product architecture variant V01 as final model artifact of this thesis.

As stated previously when introducing the generic product structure, only core material

flows were specified. In contrast to previous architectures, the color coding was changed.

To provide orientation in flow directions, the colors represent different transshipment phases

of the material flow (inbound, crossdocking, outbound). The spatial location of the external

interfaces towards the vehicles was basically adopted from the logical architecture (road

vehicle upper left corner, NGT lower left side). Caused by the increased level of detail

and the resulting quantity of physical elements, it was only partly possible to adopt the

arrangement of subsystems from the logical architecture and still provide a reasonable

illustration.

All elements of the product architecture were taken from the toolbox (Figure 4-23) with the

evaluation criteria (Appendix D) applied whenever possible. Supporting the selection pro-

cess, individual properties as well as possible advantages or disadvantages of the systems

were considered (introduced in Subsection 2.1.3). For model implementation, a unique role

header was assigned to each element block to describe its role within the system and its

allocation to the corresponding physical subsystem. Being out of scope, no quantities or

size dimensions of the elements were taken into account.

In the following, the basic types of selected systems within the product architecture are

presented, following a generic inbound - outbound procedure.

The loading systems (LS) were modeled differently for each mode of transport. As de-

scribed in Section 1.2, the loading activities within the NGT CARGO railcar concept are

executed using integrated systems. Together with an automated, exact positioning of the

train cars in relation to the terminal core, the provision of fixed roller conveyors as docking

interfaces was justified as appropriate. The total LS for the NGT CARGO was realized

applying further chain conveyors, interconnected with chain transfer units. To cope with the

discrepancy in height between the NGT CARGO upper level and the ground floor, an ele-

vator module was selected from the toolbox for the inbound transshipment. Material flows
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Figure 4-25: Product architecture variant V01 of the terminal core (SysML view)
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from both levels of the NGT CARGO were merged on the lower level and passed over to

the TAI (rail). The LS for road vehicles was implemented with different technology. In

order to remain as independent as possible from the type of road vehicle, but still provide a

high degree of automation, automated guided vehicles (AGV) were selected as LS for road

vehicles. These AGV transship the inbound LU from the road vehicles to an infeed unit as

interface towards the TAI (road). If the performance of the terminal core requires more than

one infeed unit, a corresponding merging of the infeed flows has to be taken into account.

Possible technical realization can be transfer carriages or transfer chain units.

Both TAI, road and rail, were implemented spatially separated as accumulation roller con-

veyor. The application of this type of holding facility was especially beneficial for a seamless

and automated integration of buffer capacity within the material flow. Further, check sys-

tems are generally capable of being integrated in such roller conveyors. This was done for

the inbound checks for road and rail. Inbound checks included a pallet damage control, a

shape control and a weight control to facilitate all necessary inspections. Being excluded

before, no physical facilities for the treatment of rejected LU or customs operations were

implemented. Subsequent to the TAI, inbound flows from both modes of transport were

merged within the ITS.

The core of the product architecture was the ITS, as it was designated to connect all other

systems. The ITS was realized by implementing roller conveyor and chain conveyor ele-

ments, depending on the direction of the pallets15. These highly automated conveyors were

selected as backbone of the ITS and were interconnected using mainly chain transfer units

as conveyor interfaces. In addition to the result from the evaluation matrix, high throughput

rates as well as low operating costs were decisive [Hom-2018, pp. 133–134]. The ITS was

designed to facilitate the transshipment of LU from the TAI to the WH (inbound) and from

the WH to the TAO (outbound). Further, crossdocking shortcuts were supplied by the ITS.

For the WH, a pallet-/high bay rack was implemented as core storage facility, operated by

stacker cranes as SRS. A major point for the selection of the pallet rack was that it is easy

to automate and it offers a high accessibility of each LU [Hom-2018, pp. 66–68]. This facil-

itates an efficient operation and independent storage cycles for the different stored goods,

15Due to their skid-like structure, Euro pallets (illustration given in Figure 2-11) must only be conveyed length-
wise on roller conveyors and crosswise on chain conveyors [Fei-2021].
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which is advantageous for keeping the goods ready for different vehicles independently of

each other. Due to lack of project data, decisive aspects for selection of storage systems

such as storage duration or maximum quantity of stored goods could only be roughly ap-

proximated. Being a transshipment facility, the average freight dwell time in the terminal

was evaluated as rather low and thus, high throughput rates were expected for the WH.

From an economic perspective, the pallet rack was evaluated to be a reasonable choice

due to its low throughput costs with increasing size together with reasonable storage space

costs [Gud-2010, p. 565]. Being the interfacing area between the SRS and the ITS, the

WIA was equipped with a transfer carriage, serving several infeed or pickup units. From

here, the LU can be transshipped from the SRS to all directions within the ITS. Especially

for the WIA and SRS it was important to deploy highly automated technology in order not

to interrupt the automated process chain and consistent information flow already generated

by the ITS.

In outbound direction, the ITS was designed to convey the LU from the WIA or its crossdock-

ing branches to the TAO (road and rail). Again, both buffer facilities were spatially separated

to prevent negative interference in performance [Hom-2018, p. 321]. Due to significant dif-

ferences in design, the product architecture for the outbound branches is described in the

following separately for rail and road.

Since the NGT CARGO concept stipulates the loading operations from the opposite train

side compared to the unloading operations, the TAO (rail) was located on the opposite side

of the rail tracks16. The corresponding crossing of the tracks was considered in the ITS rail

outbound branch. For the TAO (rail) facility itself, a two leveled live storage rack was se-

lected. As described in the theoretical section, this type of storage exhibits beneficial prop-

erties for its application as TAO, such as high throughput rates or its deterministic storage

behavior. Storage operations were provided by a stacker crane, while retrieval operations

were realized on the opposite side using a transfer carriage on each level. Subsequently,

the outbound part of the LS for the NGT CARGO followed. In contrast to its inbound part,

no vertical conveyor element was needed, since the allocation of the LU to a NGT CARGO

level was managed by the TAO (rail) storage procedure. On the final path to the NGT

CARGO, the outbound checks (rail) were integrated in the LS conveying system. Com-

16Rail tracks were not displayed in the product architecture.
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pared to the inbound checks, a multi mode threat detector unit was added for reasons of

security in high-speed train operations. The outbound checks were located at this very late

point to keep the time between security check and loading as short as possible. Loading of

the LU into the NGT CARGO was implemented analogously to the unloading procedure.

In contrast, no security checks were required for outbound LU heading to the road vehicles.

As a consequence, the outbound checks (road) were located in prior to the TAO (road)

and thus, integrated into an ITS roller conveyor. This offered the benefit of providing more

time for failed check management. The check design was equivalent to the inbound checks

and covered control units for weight, shape, and pallet damages. The subsequent TAO

(road) was again implemented as live storage rack. Analogously to the inbound procedure,

LS for road vehicles facilitated the transshipment of LU from the TAO (road) to the vehicles.

For equivalent reasons, AGV systems were implemented for this task.

Compared to the product structure in Figure 4-22, certain physical subsystems were not

visualized in the view of the product architecture variant (Figure 4-25).

The generic physical subsystem data server was intended to realize the information-related

functions. The material flow systems applied so far in the product architecture variant mostly

rely on deterministic continuous conveyors and exhibit a high degree of automation. Thus,

a central material flow computer was preferred over mobile data terminals to handle the

information management and control efficiently. Due to the focus on the material flow only,

the material flow computer is not displayed the product architecture view.

Further, a building safety and security system was considered to meet the required func-

tionality of permanent conditions. Here, a strong relation to the terminal building and its

systems is given, which was not in the focus of this thesis. Analogously to the material flow

computer, the product architecture view does not show this system either.

Apart from that, as the requirements of the chosen groups of goods do not demand con-

trolled conditions, a condition control system was not implemented in this variant at all.

Concluding, the developed product architecture variant is one possible technical implemen-

tation to realize the transshipping material flow of the goods textiles and printings. As the
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previously introduced architectures, the product architecture is an independent and com-

prehensive description of the terminal core’s structure. Furthermore, it is the most concrete

specification targeted by this thesis. In this role, the product architecture is the key artifact

in the following verification and validation process.
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In the research approach guiding this thesis, the developed system architecture equals the

actual support as outcome of the PS phase (see Section 1.4). Concluding the PS, a veri-

fication is recommended for the purpose of support evaluation [Ble-2009, p. 176]. Applied

to MBSE context, a verification targets evidence that the developed system architecture is

implemented correctly [Mad-2018]. The correctness of a system’s architecture implies a

formal aspect (Section 5.1) as well as a content-related aspect (Section 5.2).

5.1 Formal Verification

The first aspect of correctness refers to the application of SysML as modeling language

facilitating the modeling. In regard to the modeling language, correctness indicates that the

system model is free of syntactic and semantic errors [Mad-2018].

Basic support addressing the formal aspect of correctness was provided by the model-

ing tool Cameo Systems Modeler as it constantly checks consistency of model inputs and

creates warnings in terms of misuse of syntax [NoM-2021]. However, there is no way

to guarantee error-free implementations of all model artifacts. Hence, a comprehensive,

mathematical verification of a model of this size is not possible [Mad-2018; Bra-2020].

A more practicable possibility of verification are peer reviews. Thus, an interview with a

SysML expert was conducted in order to receive basic feedback on the correct formal ap-

plication of SysML [Bra-2021]. Due to the complexity of the model, a comprehensive ex-

amination of every view could not be made in the short time available. Despite this, by

processing the expert’s feedback a sufficient confirmation of the formal correctness of the

model was achieved.

5.2 Content-Related Verification

The second aspect of correctness refers to the application of the methodology and thus, to

the related modeling content. Here, the verification’s task is to demonstrate that the method-
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ology was applied correctly so that the model is complete, consistent and the artifacts are

traceable [Mad-2018]. Blessing and Chakrabarti add, that the model’s verification should

ensure that ’[...] the detailed functionality [of the model] has a strong chance of realizing the

intended impact’ [Ble-2009, p. 177]. Applied on the developed model of the terminal core,

this means that evidence for the traceable fulfillment of the functional requirements by the

product architecture has to be given.

The most detailed level of functionality within the model is the process description in the

UC activities (see Subsection 4.3.4). To ensure the functional completeness of the model,

tracing relationships among the essential activities and the functional requirements were

implemented (Figure 5-1). As illustrated in this view, every functional requirement of the

terminal core was addressed by at least one essential activity.

A consistent and complete transfer of the requirement tracing from the terminal core’s be-

havior to its structure was ensured by the stringent application of the FAS methodology.

Figure 5-1: Tracing of essential activities (system behavior) to functional requirements (SysML view)
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Following the modeling approach, the essential activities were traced to functional groups

(Figure 4-16), which in turn were mapped to the functional elements of the functional struc-

ture (Figure 4-17). Figure 5-2 shows the resulting tracing of the functional requirements to

the functional elements as first structural level of the terminal core.

Figure 5-2: Tracing of functional elements (system structure) to functional requirements (SysML view)

In the further modeling, a consequent allocation of elements for each structure to its preced-

ing structure was done to preserve the compliance of the architecture to the requirements.

These allocations were already partly shown by Figure 4-20 and Figure 4-22. Final artifact

of this allocation procedure is the product architecture for the terminal core variant V01.

To illustrate the comprehensive structural allocations, Figure 5-3 displays the mapping of

all elements of the terminal core variant V01, including functional structure, logical struc-

ture, product structure, and physical implementation. This figure demonstrates a complete,

consistent and traceable picture of the SOI’s structure implemented in the model.
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Figure 5-3: Comprehensive mapping of structure of the terminal core variant V01 (SysML view)
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As final part of the verification, the consistency of total tracing shall be demonstrated. For

reasons of size and readability, it was not practical to illustrate the tracing of all the re-

quirements to all physical elements applied in the product architecture of the terminal core

variant V01 within one view. However, to give an idea about the implemented traceability,

Figure 5-4 displays the consistent tracing path between the physical element LS_Rail_I_-

LowL and the requirement unload rail wagons. It shows the modeled relationships from the

specification via the behavior to the structure, down to the individual physical element.

All in all, this was considered as sufficient evidence for the content-related correctness of

the model. Thus, the verification was successful.

Figure 5-4: Tracing path from physical element to functional requirement, using the element ’LS_Rail_I_LowL’
and the requirement ’unload rail wagons’ as examples (SysML view)
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In the previous chapters, the performed comprehensive PS phase delivered a verified termi-

nal system architecture as actual support of the research approach. The following chapter

covers an evaluation of the terminal system architecture as part of an initial DS-II phase

[Ble-2009, p. 195]. The evaluation targets a discussion about the applicability of the termi-

nal system architecture in regard to its intended use. Further the findings in concerning the

overall research project are discussed.

The evaluation starts with a validation to demonstrate the terminal system architecture’s

ability to meet the desired requirements and its general plausibility (Section 6.1). Subse-

quently, the fulfillment of the research objectives is evaluated in Section 6.2 to answer the

research question. Finally, the overall research project is discussed (Section 6.3).

6.1 Validation of the Terminal System Architecture

The previously executed verification gives evidence that the terminal system architecture

was formally built correct and theoretically fulfills the requirements. In contrast, a validation

is generally conducted to prove that a system achieves its intended use in its intended

operational environment [ISO-15288]. This implies investigation on the suitability of initial

assumptions as well as on the system’s ability to comply to the intended requirements from

a domain-specific perspective [Fri-2014, p. 22]. Applied to this thesis, this means that the

terminal system architecture must be reasonable from a logistics point of view, taking into

account the assumptions. Further, the developed solution has to be evaluated whether the

desired requirements are actually met.

For the validation, the consultation of external domain-specific experts is recommended for

two reasons. Firstly, the expert has the required domain knowledge to judge about the

fulfillment of requirements. Secondly, an external person does not exhibit a familiarization

bias to the system aimed at by the validation [Fri-2014, p. 22; Ble-2009, p. 177].

A first interview with a logistics expert was conducted at the beginning of the modeling

process, after the initial intralogistics process (Figure 4-3) was defined [Fei-2020]. This
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interview aimed at the validation of the model input and assumptions, such as the focus

on material flow respectively on pallets as load carriers, or the exclusion of order picking

and customs. Further, the basic understanding of sub-processes within the intralogistics

process was confirmed. Subsequent to the interview, the model was adjusted according to

the lessons learned from the interview.

The validation of the final system was the objective of a second logistics expert interview

[Fei-2021]. Once more, the system’s complexity and the short time available did not allow

to validate the total architecture. Thus, only the product architecture of the terminal core

variant V01 as key artifact of this thesis was validated. However, the SysML view of the

product architecture (see Figure 4-25) is difficult to read and to understand for persons

without SysML background. To cope this issue, the product architecture was pragmatically

visualized using simple graphical elements in Microsoft PowerPoint. This visualization was

the baseline in the expert interview. Figure 6-1 shows an updated version of this simplified

/

/ T

E S/RS

Figure 6-1: Simplified graphical visualization of the product architecture variant V01; multiple NGT railcars are
grayed out since they are not part of Figure 4-25 (own illustration)
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visualization. It already considers the feedback received in the expert interview, such as

pallet heading direction, aspects of track crossing, or end-to-end automation. As a general

evaluation result, the product architecture was considered a basically feasible concept from

a logistics perspective.

Apart from general feedback on applied logistics concepts, key outcome of the second ex-

pert interview was an evaluation of the product architecture concerning its compliance to

the requirements. Therefore, the requirements listened in Appendix C were discussed and

evaluated in regard of their degree of fulfillment. This resulted in four clusters of require-

ments, namely fulfilled, partially fulfilled, failed, and irrelevant.

Figure 6-2 shows the quantities of assigned requirements for each cluster. From the total

31 requirements, 19 were directly or indirectly fulfilled by the developed system. Yet, the 12

remaining requirements were not 100% met. 2/12 requirements were regarded as irrelevant

while no compliance of the system was achieved for 3/12 requirements. The remaining 7/12

requirements were only partially fulfilled.

19

7

3

2

Fulfilled

Partially fulfilled

Failed

Irrelevant

Figure 6-2: Fulfillment of requirements based on expert interview (own illustration)

As already touched on in Section 4.6, the requirements cool chain (2.1.1) and storage hu-

midity (2.1.2) were regarded being irrelevant. Reason for this is that the selected groups

of goods to handle (textiles and printings) were supposed not to require controlled condi-

tions. In case of selecting a different cluster of goods to transship, these requirements may

become relevant.
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The modeled terminal core could not be evaluated conclusively in regard to the performance

requirements NGT railcar turnaround time (5.1), energy consumption (5.4), and degree of

capacity utilization (5.5). Reasons for this are missing level of detail, the static character

of the model, and the lack of modeled parametrics. Thus, all of these requirements were

denoted as failed, since the model was not capable to give evidence for fulfillment1.

However, a rough assessment of the performance requirements was executed in the expert

interview. The terminal system architecture was estimated as likely to be able to fulfill the

requirement 5.4 by applying general energy efficient technology or stacker cranes and AGV

with energy recovery. Due to the high degree of automation, the terminal may exhibit energy

saving potential in regard to illumination, which was claimed to be one of the key drivers of

the terminal’s energy consumption. In contrast the requirements 5.1 and 5.5 were estimated

as more likely not to be satisfied by the terminal architecture. An evaluation of the loading

performance for the NGT railcars based on the static concept according to Figure 6-1 is

barely possible. Yet, considering a capacity up to 1000 pallets per NGT CARGO block train2,

the architecture design was hardly expected to facilitate a five minute turnaround time for

an NGT CARGO (as stipulated by requirement 5.1). Further, train operation characteristics

result in a highly volatile volume of LU to transship. Relying mainly on continuous conveyors,

the terminal (especially LS and ITS) is designed according to the peak volume and high

throughput of LU. As a downside of this design decision, the terminal exhibits overdesign

in off-peak operation phases. Consequently, a reasonable degree of capacity utilization

(5.5) was estimated as hard to achieve for the developed layout. However, a conclusive

evaluation on the performance requirements needs further investigation.

The rating of partial fulfillment of requirements was given for different reasons. The require-

ment load unit size (4.2) stipulates transshipment of pallets and ULD. Yet, the modeled

terminal is only capable of transshipping pallets. The transshipment of ULD requires dif-

ferent systems, which were not implemented. Hence, this requirement was evaluated as

partially fulfilled. The following six requirements were denoted as partially fulfilled, too:

• Monitor freight condition (2.8)

• Provide tracking information (2.9)

1 It may be regarded that Friedenthal et al. claim the issue of failed validation of performance requirements to
be inherent to modeling languages representing only process and/or functional flows [Fri-2014, p. 23].

2 According to the NGT CARGO specification by DLR [Böh-2017].
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• Communicate with WMS (2.22)

• Order picking interface (4.3)

• Customs interface (4.4)

• Damaged load (6.1)

All these requirements share the consideration of aspects, which were not excluded from

the modeling per se, but were not realized in the product architecture either. This mainly

concerns the missing physical implementation of the information flow. For example, a ma-

terial flow computer and a video surveillance system were implemented in the terminal

variant’s basic product structure to address requirements 2.8, 2.9 and 2.22 (see yellow

blocks in Figure 5-3). Since they do not physically facilitate the material flow, they were

not integrated into the developed product architecture. In addition, the interfaces towards

picking and customs (4.3, 4.4) and the treatment of rejected LU (6.1) were covered on a

process level (see Figure 4-7), but they were not considered in the product architecture

either. Despite this, as a basic compliance to these requirements is given by the terminal

on a functional and logical level, they were claimed to be partially fulfilled.

The remaining requirements listed in Appendix C were considered as being satisfied by the

terminal system architecture. Especially in regard to general material flow and the degree

of automation the concept was evaluated being beneficial. A consequence mentioned was

that pallet damage checks may be reduced to inbound (road) only, as a fully automated

handling system usually does not harm pallets. Apart from a safe and reliable transship-

ment, a consistent chain of automated handling simplifies tracking of LU, as the position

of each LU is deterministic and known to the material flow computer. This was denoted

as major capability of state-of-the-art transshipment terminals, which is the intended use of

the developed terminal system architecture. Consequently, the system was evaluated as

basically achieving its intended use in its intended environment.

Based on the lessons learned from the second expert interview, a digital rendering of the

terminal was developed in collaboration with DLR. Reasons for a more detailed graphical

implementation were to further testify the plausibility of the developed concept and to create

comprehensible communication media. Figure 6-3 shows this visualization of the terminal

core variant developed within this thesis.
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Figure 6-3: Digital rendering of the terminal core variant V01 (DLR)

Several aspects were brought up by the three-dimensional implementation. One major

aspect was that the original terminal layout displayed in Figure 6-1 lacks in performance

especially for long trains. This is due the location of the TAO (rail) at the head of the NGT

CARGO train. LU for railcars at the end of the train have to be conveyed a long way. Yet,

a displacement of the TAO (rail) brings along higher complexity in system design. Finally, it

was decided to elevate the outbound branch (rail) of the ITS. Being set to a higher level in

the building, the ITS outbound branch (rail) overpasses the railcars. This enabled a placing

the TAO (rail) in the longitudinal center of the NGT CARGO train. Consequently, the LS

for the NGT CARGO was extended to both sides of the TAO (Rail). To counteract potential

performance issues, the main inbound roller conveyor of the ITS was doubled (as displayed
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in Figure 6-4). To feed the ITS outbound branch (rail), the WAI for outbound rail freight

was elevated accordingly. The crossdocking transshipment with outbound rail direction was

facilitated by adding another elevator.

Figure 6-4: Detailed views of the rendered terminal core variant V01 (DLR)

A further aspect revealed within the process of digital rendering is an inefficient use of

terminal space. However, a general plausibility of the terminal concept was confirmed,

although further investigation on intralogistics performance is required.

Summarizing this section, the validation of the developed terminal architecture was basi-

cally successful. The overall concept was evaluated as being feasible and reasonable from

a logistics perspective. Most of the requirements were satisfied by the product architecture

or at least fulfilled on a process level. Yet, several requirements were not met, which im-

plies that further investigation on their implementation is required. Possible approaches are

material flow simulations to evaluate the performance requirements. Alternatively, rework

on the product architecture with less simplifications regarding information flow or treatment

of external interfaces seems to be promising to improve the validity. A visual rendering of

the terminal was developed, putting the spot on plausibility and understanding. The visual-

ization was experienced being suitable for communication issues or as discussion baseline.

General plausibility of the terminal architecture was confirmed, yet subsequent validation or

another logistics expert interview in regard to intralogistics performance is recommended.
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6.2 Evaluation of Research Objectives

Baseline for this thesis was the research question, how to apply MBSE successfully in order

to guide the system architecture development of the NGT CARGO logistics terminal. As

key drivers to approach this question, two research objectives were defined in Section 1.3.

In the following, these objectives are discussed in order to demonstrate the contribution

of this thesis to the fundamental research question. Therefore, Section 6.2.1 evaluates

the verified architecture concept (objective 1), while Section 6.2.2 focuses on MBSE as

planning approach (objective 2).

6.2.1 Discussion of Research Objective 1

Objective 1: Develop an architecture of the NGT CARGO logistics terminal with focus on

intralogistics freight handling.

The developed terminal system architecture is a framework consisting out of a base, func-

tional, logical, and product architecture. According to the specification of the objective 1 in

Section 1.3, the successful verification of the physical implementation of the terminal vari-

ant V01 is sufficient to meet the research objective 1. Yet, the realized product architecture

represents only one variant of the NGT CARGO logistics terminal and bases on various

assumptions and design decisions.

The basic assumptions met in Subsection 4.1 were found decisive for the successful ar-

chitecture development. Covering 28 basic UC, a modeling of the whole terminal including

site, vehicle infrastructure, or management operations would not have been feasible in the

limited time. Further, the limiting to road vehicles as involved means of transport apart of

the NGT CARGO was helpful. However, as long as the vehicle fulfills the system boundary

interface condition (freight on a pallet; handover at the vehicle), any mean of transport can

be addressed by selecting an appropriate implementation of the loading system without

significantly changing the terminal’s architecture.

Although the specification process of the terminal’s architecture was rather comprehensive,

the level of detail of the implemented product architecture is still rough. Yet, this was done

on purpose with respect to the limited time frame of this thesis. Especially when specifying
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the intralogistics process (definition of UC activities, see Subsection 4.3.4), it was found

hard not to slip into details. A lot of time was spent on the specification of this process, until

an appropriate level of detail was found. Due to the focus on the material flow, the rather

low level of detail for the essential activities did not interfere the derivation of the terminal

system architecture.

In contrast, for a potential investigation on information flows, a more detailed specification

of the essential activities would have been necessary. This becomes visible when looking

at the secondary UC (see Figure 4-6), which are basically UC for information operations.

Both are located on a lower level of process design and a detailed specification requires

extensive work on the system’s behavior in regard to information flows. In addition, the

simplification of all information content as LU Info probably is not useful when investigat-

ing on information flows. However, in this thesis it has certainly contributed greatly to the

successful creation of the architecture.

The decision to leave out the order picking process can be seen critically, as the order pick-

ing is a key process for added value in intralogistics [Hom-2018, p. 270]. If the order picking

is included within the development scope, investigations on processes, implementation sys-

tems, and integration into the other material flow are required. This significantly drives up

the complexity level of the development process as well as the terminal architecture itself.

Hindsight, it was found as a useful simplification to realize a basic terminal system architec-

ture in the limited time. The same applies to the exclusion of customs, although the resulting

changes to the development process and architecture are likely to be much smaller.

A treatment of refused goods could be taken into account by implementing a graded de-

cision guideline. For example, this guideline could imply rules whether a rejected LU still

can be processed (minor errors, such as deviation in quantity), needs further investiga-

tion (medium errors, such as missing identity or quality issues) or has to be discharged to

prevent damage from the intralogistics systems (major errors, such as damaged pallet or

projecting LU shape). In that case, technical implementations for treating of LU with errors

including holding facilities are required. Further, questions of legal status and ownership of

freight arise and have to be considered.

However, the group of goods to handle was found to be the most important influencing factor
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on the terminal architecture. Apart from the technical complexity itself, a comprehensive

knowledge about the individual requirements of the goods is required. The decision, to

develop an architecture for cluster 2 only (see Section 4.6) was a major, but worthwhile

simplification, as they do not require special treatment.

In comparison, transshipment of cluster 1 goods (e.g. fruits, vegetables) stipulates exten-

sive requirements on temperature, humidity, and atmosphere (gases). As examples, every

type of fruit exhibits an individual transport temperature with only marginal admissible vari-

ation, or not every type of fruit may be stored close by others for allelopathy reasons (e.g.

citrus fruits and apples) [Ges-2021]. All this implies a string of changes on terminal archi-

tecture, such as implementation of condition control systems or spatially separated storage

and buffering places for different goods. The implied cold warehouse differs in technical

realization from variant V01, as interfaces with temperature gradients are difficult to real-

ize with continuous conveyors or particular technology for cold storage has to be applied

[Hom-2018, p. 102; Sch-2019b, p. 108].

Other groups of goods, such as cluster 4 (e.g. consolidated cargo, industry equipment),

are transshipped using non-standardized pallets. An automated transshipment respectively

storage was expected to be more complicated than in case of standardized Euro pallets.

Depending on the dimensions of the goods, a use of an additional standardized in-house

load carrier attached under the actual LU can simplify the handling of these goods and thus,

the terminal architecture.

A final aspect with impact on the terminal architecture is its flexibility for expansion. In regard

to the NGT CARGO operational concept, this can refer to parallel handling of more than one

train with impact on transshipment and storage capacity. Alternatively, an adaption of track

length for varying numbers of NGT railcars may be required depending on the operational

role of the terminal (hub for block trains, logistics siding for few railcars).

The developed system architecture basically supports these adaptions by offering the lo-

gistics toolbox and providing all necessary components. Yet, to approach this flexibility

strategically, a further definition of modules as standardized sets of logistics components

is beneficial3. This can result in the pre-definition of terminal size variants (e.g. S, M, L,

3 Here, the logical structure can serve as reference for standardized modules.
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XL), differing in throughput or rail tracks. For example in case of minor track extension (e.g.

S to M), a multiple implementation of the LS (rail) module is sufficient. This was partially

considered in the graphical visualization of the product architecture (see Figure 6-1 and

Figure 6-3). To display a NGT CARGO block train, the LS (rail) was extended using similar

modules although the model itself considered one railcar only (see Figure 4-25).

However, the extension potential may be limited due to the performance of components

interconnecting the modules creating congestion or tailback effects. Additionally, if the ex-

tension implies transshipment of additional groups of goods, potentially new requirements

have to be considered as mentioned before.

Summarized, the design process revealed that the context of intermodal terminals is very

complex and simplifications were needed to specify a consistent architecture within this

thesis. However, the resulting system architecture represents a plausible concept for a par-

ticular application guided by an MBSE approach. Further, the developed system model en-

ables a future creation of more variants for differing application cases. By fulfilling research

objective 1, this thesis demonstrates that MBSE can be applied to guide the architecture

development in context of an intermodal freight terminal.

6.2.2 Discussion of Research Objective 2

Objective 2: Evaluate the suitability of MBSE as a holistic approach to support the planning

of logistics systems.

The previously presented successful validation gave evidence that the developed concept is

plausible and feasible from a logistics perspective (see Section 6.1). Hence, it can be con-

cluded that MBSE is suitable to successfully guide the planning of an intralogistics system.

To meet research objective 2 completely, a concluding discussion of the MBSE approach in

regard to its support of logistics planning is necessary.

In theory of developing logistics facilities, processes shall determine the structures and not

vice versa [Gud-2010, p. 9]. This was also experienced within the modeling approach as the

MBSE methodology proposes a fundamental system analysis in prior to the derivation of
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architectures. Especially when deriving the logical architecture, a clear definition of the pro-

cess was found to be a great support. The means and tools provided by MBSE to support

an initial definition of actions, sequences, and flows leading to the system processes were

regarded as sufficient and helpful. The inherent top-down approach of MBSE supported

a step-by-step familiarization with the logistics activities and stimulated a holistic systems

thinking. This enabled a comprehensive understanding of the terminal’s functionality, which

was fundamental to the development of the structure. Especially on the behavioral level,

the holistic and iterative characteristic of MBSE can be a great chance to cope problems

in logistics planning, such as divisional thinking and the premature focusing on technical

implementation [Hom-2018].

Apart from the top-down approach, MBSE encourages the creation of variants. The possi-

bility to implement these variants on a behavioral or structural level within the model com-

plies to the needs of logistics planning [Dur-2014]. Once the toolbox of logistics system

variants is set up in the modeling tool, an easily applicable drag-and-drop of these sys-

tem components facilitates a quick derivation of architecture variants. However, this was

found suitable for conceptual purposes only. No automated checks for logistics compatibil-

ity among the applied system components were implemented. Further, reaching a certain

quantity of components, the compilation of a product architecture was experienced as rather

confusing and hard to visualize in a comprehensible way. MBSE respectively SysML and

the Cameo Systems Modeler reach their limits, as this is more part of dedicated configu-

ration tools. Although literature claims interconnectivity to be a major aspect for logistics

planning [Dom-2018], the transformation from SysML model information to a configuration

tool, quick plant modeling tool, or detailed CAD model for components was not covered by

this thesis. Approaches exist, but these were not pursued due to constraints in time and

scope [Kir-2017; Moe-2015].

During the modeling process in this thesis, MBSE was experienced especially valuable for

its ease of use. By encouraging iterative modeling steps, the MBSE approach ensures that

nothing is forgotten and thus, enhances the level of completeness. The comprehensive ad-

vice for the processes (what to do) and the methods (how to do) facilitated a target-oriented,

effective progress. This is a major advantage, which might address the missing connection

between the static logistics planning processes and the progress itself, as criticized by
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Durchholz [Dur-2014].

In regard to consistency, the system model was found beneficial. Incompatible flows or

processes as well as inappropriate block interfaces or other logical errors are prevented

or at least reported by the modeling tool. As an example, the need for the sink for re-

jected LU was discovered by being notified about the inconsistent material flow between

input and output of the UC activities (see Subsection 4.3.3). Despite this, without contin-

uously maintaining the model, inconsistencies occur. The maintenance of the model was

found to be cumbersome, in particular for late changes, requiring various adjustments in

the whole model (e.g. the late implementation of the controlled condition flow in the logical

architecture, see Figure 4-21).

Another found drawback of SysML with relevance for material flow planning is its strong

focus on software and information. Already touched on in Section 4.5, the limit of SysML

sequence diagrams to messages only proved difficulties in developing material flows. This

was experienced as a needless limiting of the MBSE capabilities, as sequences are very im-

portant to identify the system’s stakeholders respectively interacting components. Further,

the strongly formalized characteristics of SysML enforce a bargaining between semantic

correctness and comfort in readability. Especially in regard to the product architecture, the

experience made in this thesis is that formally correct and complete MBSE views tend to

be not suitable for communication with stakeholders (e.g. for validation purposes, see Sec-

tion 6.1). Here, a selection of a different, less software-centered modeling language, such

as ARCADIA, might be an improvement to this issue. A different approach is the derivation

of a domain specific language as a SysML profile to enhance usability and comprehensibil-

ity of model views for domain specific purposes with focus on stakeholder communication

[Mug-2020b]. Yet, the necessary effort must not be underestimated and must be in reason-

able proportion to the benefits of domain-customized views.

Based on the experiences made in this thesis, Figure 6-5 shows a basic classification of

the MBSE modeling steps taken within this thesis to current general logistics planning.

Covering basic project management tasks, the MBSE approach covers activities equivalent

to the initial investigation phase. Here, especially the research on the targeted intralogis-

tics process and the definition of the base architecture as system scope and boundary are
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Figure 6-5: Potential classification of MBSE steps to current general logistics planning (own illustration based
on Figure 2-22)

located. Further, the consistent evolution of the system model across several stages up

to a rough layout as system variant is beneficial and equivalent to existing planning steps.

Similarities, such as firstly determining functional units and their interrelations, as well as

an initial neglecting of the spatial arrangement of components were detected in the concept

stage of logistics planning. In the retrospective, MBSE can be evaluated to unfold great po-

tential especially regarding the concept phase and is considered to be particularly valuable

for increasing creativity and variability of the solution finding process. However, due to lack

of experience in current logistics planning, no further detailed assessment of MBSE was

possible within this thesis.

Concluding, MBSE can be seen as great chance to support the planning of logistics sys-

tems. In most of the aspects, the findings in regard to MBSE as guiding approach coin-

cide with the conclusions from the literature research. Various benefits were experienced,

addressing especially consistency and support in development progress. In contrast, prob-

lems in terms of model maintenance effort and readability of SysML views were noticed.

Potential for integration of MBSE in current logistics planning is recognized, although MBSE

is estimated not to be capable of replacing current logistics approaches completely. How-

ever, a combination of both, MBSE and the well-defined existing logistics planning pro-

cesses seems to be promising. By fulfilling research objective 2, this thesis demonstrates,

that MBSE is suitable to successfully support the planning of logistics systems in context of

an intermodal freight terminal.
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6.3 Discussion of Research Approach

In this final section of evaluation, the research approach conducted and chosen means are

critically reflected.

The followed DRM framework was experienced especially beneficial to structure the thesis

and to guide the evaluation process. In addition, it was useful to position the extensive

modeling activities within a stringent and structured research approach. Beyond that, the

DRM was perceived as rather academic and needless complicated.

This impression was mainly driven by the strength of MBSE, as it provides a comprehensive

guidance in structuring the development process and tends to make other guiding super-

fluous. This guidance was a crucial part for the successful creation of the terminal system

architecture within this thesis, as initially there was rather little background knowledge on

the logistics domain. Here, especially the intensive literature research on the basic intralo-

gistics process and the systems behavior were found valuable.

The subsequent detour in methodology via the functional architecture by integrating the

FAS method was worthwhile, as this took the understanding of the terminal system to a next

level. However, when designing the product architecture, lots of clear decisions in design

were necessary. Due to the lack of logistics domain knowledge, this was experienced as

rather hard. Hindsight, a more intensive feedback from logistics experts in regard to the

design decisions is recommended.

Another issue occurring was a lack in project data for the NGT CARGO operational con-

cept. The derivation of a terminal variant strongly depends on performance data such as

throughput, material flow split ratio, quantity of railcars served simultaneously, frequency of

trains, or storage duration. Missing information on these aspects made it hard to select the

appropriate logistics systems from the toolbox. The vague description of the initial planning

goal can be identified as one reason for performance issues of the product architecture,

revealed by the validation. This issue confirmed literature findings, that an initial investiga-

tion phase with a comprehensive analysis of target data is crucial and would have needed

special focus in the project approach.
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The limited time frame of this project was found very challenging. This was mainly driven

by the overall project complexity. Major simplifications had to be made for scope reasons.

Thus, the resulting outcome can be criticized to be rather academic for omitting various

aspects. However, the developed terminal system architecture was verified and validated.

Hence, it basically fulfilled the expectations of the research approach targeted by this the-

sis.

The conducted interviews with the experts for validation and verification purposes were

experienced as very supportive and helpful. As a part of the lessons learned, it can be

stated that more expert interviews should be carried out. A more frequent and constant

exchange with experts along the whole project (even in early phases) may had further

increased the terminal system architecture’s quality or validity within the same time frame.

Summarizing, the conducted research approach was successful as the research objectives

were met and thus, an answer to the research question was given by this thesis. The

selection of SYSMOD/FAS, SysML and the Cameo Systems Modeler as MBSE pillars was

a good decision to facilitate the specification of the terminal system architecture. Apart from

fundamental literature review, expert interviews supported the verification and validation of

the resulting architecture. Embedded in the conducted research approach, MBSE has

proven that it is suitable to find a good solution for unfamiliar terrain with a holistic and

multidisciplinary approach.
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Within this final chapter, the thesis and its contribution for the initial problem is summarized.

It further concludes this work by stating open aspects and giving possible questions for

future research.

Conclusion

This thesis is embedded in the NGT CARGO logistics project by DLR. The NGT CARGO

is a high-speed freight train concept designed for the transshipment of LDHV goods in an

intermodal transportation chain. Within the project, the NGT CARGO logistics terminal is

an essential part as it facilitates the intermodal transshipment of the goods among the NGT

CARGO and road vehicles. A previously conducted system analysis of the logistics terminal

revealed, that the existing preliminary conceptual terminal design is only partly capable of

facilitating the required logistics processes and strongly depends on the type of goods.

The intention of this thesis was to apply an MBSE approach to develop a detailed and

realistic system architecture of the NGT CARGO logistics terminal. Therefore, two research

objectives were defined. These objectives targeted the specification of the architecture with

focus on intralogistics freight handling as well as an evaluation of the suitability of MBSE to

support such a logistics planning process.

Literature research was conducted to understand the fundamental principles of MBSE, in-

termodal terminals, and intralogistics freight handling. Further, examination of state-of-

the-art logistics planning showed that various processes exist, yet they exhibit certain chal-

lenges such as divisional thinking or difficulties in application of digital support. Here, MBSE

was found promising to contribute to a more consistent and comprehensive approach. A re-

view of up-to-date modeling languages, methodologies, and tools including selection advice

was carried out to facilitate the design of an appropriate MBSE approach.

The selected MBSE approach was a combination of SysML, Cameo Systems Modeler,

and a tailored SYSMOD approach, including the FAS method. Guided by this tailored

procedure, a system analysis of the terminal core was conducted to define the intralogistics

processes as basic behavior of the terminal. Based on these findings, the terminal’s generic

structure was modeled, including a base, functional, and logical architecture. A toolbox with
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logistics system components including selection criteria was implemented to enable the

creation of terminal variants. The final outcome was a verified product architecture variant

as one possible physical implementation of the terminal specifically designed for selected

groups of goods.

Evaluation certified that the developed terminal variant was both, plausible and reasonable

from a logistics perspective. Regarding the architecture, the high level of complexity and the

strong dependency on the individual good were managed by modular variant design and

focus on homogeneous goods. The discussion of the MBSE approach confirmed the con-

clusions from literature review and attested MBSE a high potential to support the concept

phase of current logistics planning.

In a nutshell, this thesis demonstrates how MBSE can be successfully applied to guide

the system architecture development of an intermodal freight terminal with focus on the

intralogistics freight handling.

Outlook

The complexity of future intermodal freight terminals is challenging to logistics planning.

This thesis delivered a possible approach to manage this complexity by the application of

MBSE. As a main outcome, a product architecture variant of the NGT CARGO logistics ter-

minal was specified within a system model. Yet, several topics were identified as desirable

thematic continuation of this work.

Initially, the developed system model should be further specified. The modeled structure

can be allocated to its behavior on a component level, so that each logistics component

actually exhibits different states and executes actions. Further, corresponding parametrics

should be implemented and assigned to the components to address performance issues

and facilitate more valid consistency evaluation for material flows. Examples for such para-

metrics could be throughput [LU/h] per conveyor or capacity values for storage facilities.

Alternatively, the existing architecture can be further enriched by rework focusing on infor-

mation flows. The implemented logistics toolbox should be used to derive further terminal

variants. These variants may target various groups of goods, other means of transportation,

or different terminal sizes.
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Regarding a further use of MBSE in logistics planning, it is advisable to create a stereotype

profile such as the SYSMOD profile used in this thesis. With such a profile, SysML could

be applied more efficiently for logistics purpose. The derivation of a logistics meta model

would be even more beneficial, yet it requires a lot of expertise and effort. Once it is imple-

mented, this meta model should contribute significantly to a quick acceptance of MBSE in

logistics planning among participants and stakeholders. However, as MBSE revealed high

potential for enhancing creativity and consistency in complex architecture design, a further

application in logistics planning projects should be promoted.

The NGT CARGO project should take advantage of the architecture specification of the

terminal resulting by this work. Within the next project phase, a material flow simulation of

the developed terminal variant should be carried out using modeling software such as Mod-

elica, Anylogic, or Matlab Simulink. By doing so, a successful, comprehensive validation of

the performance requirements can be achieved. This will further sharpen the concept of the

NGT CARGO logistics terminal as part of a future-oriented flagship project for sustainable

intermodal freight transport.

Although the NGT CARGO is still a concept, the relevance of high-speed rail freight is

already noticeable today. In December 2020, the China Railway Rolling Stock Corporation

(CRRC) Tangshan presented the world’s first 350 km/h freight train, which is comparable

to the NGT CARGO concept [Xin-2020]. In addition, the demand for trans-continental long

haul rail freight along the ’silk road’ is growing [Arn-2019b]. On the other hand, issues

like the blocking of the Suez Canal by the container ship Ever Given in March 2021 reveal

the vulnerability of current logistics chains [Yee-2021]. Together with new opportunities

triggered by the current pandemic crisis [ORF-2021], high-speed rail freight seems to be

promising and is an exciting field of research where MBSE might evolve as major factor for

success.
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C Requirements of the Terminal Core

Figure C-1: Requirements of the terminal core (SysML view)
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D Selection Criteria for Intralogistics Systems
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Figure D-1: Evaluation matrix for conveying systems; groups of goods cluster 2 selected (own illustration
based on Hompel et al. [Hom-2018, pp. 240–242])
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Figure D-2: Evaluation matrix for storage systems; groups of goods cluster 2 selected (own illustration based
on Hompel et al. [Hom-2018, pp. 120–121])
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